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VAbstrat
The limate hange has been proved to inuene marine eosystems either in
their physis and biology. The Mediterranean sea, beause of its harateris-
tis, is partiularly sensitive to limati hanges and more in general to the
variability of the physial forings, as shown by several authors. In this se-
nario, the study of the relationships between hydrodynamis, phytoplankton
distribution and primary prodution, beomes partiularly important in order
to better understand the eologial eets of eventual hydrodynami shifts in-
dued by limate hange. The aim of the present thesis is the study of the
spatial and temporal variability of the algal biomass and primary prodution
in the Algero-Provençal Basin (Western mediterranean), as well as the study of
their relationships with hydrodynamial proesses. We approahed the prob-
lem by analysing several remotely sensed and in situ datasets overing multiple
temporal and spatial sales, from meso-sale to basin-sale. The seasonal and
interannual variability of the hlorophyll elds has been studied by analyz-
ing the Seawifs monthly dataset, while the AVISO/CLS and the Pathnder
AVHRR datasets have been used to analyze respetively Sea Level Anomalies
(SLA) and Sea Surfae Temperature (SST) over the deade 1997-2007. The
main sesonal and interannual patterns of physial and biologial elds have
been identied through EOF deomposition and wavelet analysis, while the
ovariability has been studied trough Singular Value Deomposition (SVD).
The seasonal variability of the algal biomass is omposed by two annual y-
les, timewise and spaewise shifted. The analysis also showed a signiant
interannual variability, and the footprint of an anomalous event, the summer
2003 heatwave, has been identied either in physial and biologial elds. Sig-
niant orrelations have been found between physial and biologial elds
permitting to perform a simple zonation of the domain, as funtion of the dif-
ferent bio-physial oupling. Three main zones have been therefore identied,
north entral and south. The entral zone shows the lower trophi level and, at
the same time, the strongest oupling between SLA and the algal biomass. The
primary prodution (PP) has been estimated, for the same deade, by using a
satellite based model. The model makes use of remotely sensed Photosyntet-
ially Available Radiation (PAR), SST and hlorophyll, in order to estimate
the PP integrated over the euphoti layer. The basin averaged annual primary
prodution, for the period 1998-2006, is 142 gCm−2year−1, in good agreement
with previous ndings, with a pronouned interannual variability and no evi-
dent trends. We identied the signature of the 2003 European heatwave, whih
determined a marked derease of PP in summer 2003. To better understand
the relationships we hypothesized between mesosale eddies and hlorophyll, a
set of hydrologial and uorometri data, olleted during two oeanographi
ruises, onduted in 2001 and 2002 in the Sardinian Sea (in front of the west-
VI
ern Sardinia oast), has been analysed. The analysis proved that the mesosale
eddies have a dominant role in modulating and redistributing the algal biomass,
onrming the assumptions and the hypothesis performed in the basin sale
study. The analysis of in situ data shows that the antiyloni eddies infer in
the onentration and distribution of the hlorophyll through several meha-
nisms, as funtion of their position (oastal or open-sea), size, relation with
the ontinental shelf and depending on their reiproal interation.
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Sommario
Vari autori hanno dimostrato ome i ambiamenti limatii possano inuenza-
re gli eosistemi marini sia nella loro parte sia he biologia. Il Mediterraneo,
onsiderate le sue aratteristihe, è partiolarmente sensibile ai ambiamenti
limatii e più in generale alla variabilità dei forzanti sii. In questo sena-
rio, lo studio delle relazioni tra idrodinamia, distribuzione toplantonia e
produzione primaria, diventa di partiolare importanza per poter meglio om-
prendere gli eetti eologii di eventuali mutamenti nei regimi idrodinamii
indotti dai ambiamenti limatii. Lo sopo della presente tesi è lo studio del-
la variabilità spaziale e temporale della onentrazione della lorolla e della
produzione primaria nel baino Algero-Provenzale (Mediterraneo Oidenta-
le), nonhè lo studio delle loro relazioni on i proessi idrodinamii. Il nostro
approio è stato quello di analizzare diversi dataset di misurazioni satellita-
ri (multisensore) ed in situ, he i hanno permesso di oprire dierenti sale
spaziali e temporali, dalla sala di baino alla mesosala. La variabilità stagio-
nale e interannuale della lorolla è stata studiata, per il deennio 1997-2007,
analizzando il dataset di Clorolla-a SeaWiFS, mentre per lo studio delle Sea
Level Anomalies (SLA) e della Sea Surfae Temperature (SST) sono stati uti-
lizzati i dataset AVISO/CLS e Pathnder AVHRR. I prinipali ili stagionali
e gli eventi anomali sono stati identiati tramite i metodi EOF e wavelet,
mentre la ovariabilità è stata studiata tramite Singular Value Deomposition
(SVD). La variabilità stagionale della biomassa algale è risultata omposta da
due ili annuali separati temporalmente e spazialmente. L'analisi ha anhe
permesso di indentiare il segnale dell'ondata di alore dell'estate del 2003 sia
nei ampi sii he biologii. Sono state trovate signiative orrelazioni tra
i ampi sii e biologii, permettendo di eettuare una semplie zonazione in
funzione del dierente aoppiamento bio-sio osservato. Sono state quindi
identiate tre zone, settentrionale meridionale e entrale. Quest'ultima si è
dimostrata la più oligotroa ma anhe quella dove la ovariabilità tra le SLA
e la biomassa algale è più forte. La produzione primaria (PP) è stata stimata
tramite l'uso di un modello diagnostio basato su dati satellitari. Il model-
lo utilizza dati satellitari di PAR, SST e lorolla, al ne di stimare la PP
integrata sullo strato eufotio. La produzione primaria annuale mediata sul
dominio per il periodo 1996-2006 è di 142 gCm−2year−1, in buon aordo on
la letteratua, on una pronuniata variabilità interannuale ma senza mostrare
trend evidenti. E' stata identiata l'anomalia dovuta all'ondata di alore del
2003, he ha determinato un marato deremento della PP nell'estate dello
stesso anno. Per meglio omprendere le relazioni ippotizzate tra i vortii a
mesosala e la distribuzione della lorolla abbiamo analizzato un set di dati
idrologii e uorimetrii, raolti nel orso di una due ampagne oeanogra-
he ondotte tra il 2001 e il 2002 nel Mare di Sardegna. Dall'analisi ondotta è
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risultato he i vortii a mesosala hanno un ruolo predominante nel modulare
e redistribuire la biomassa algale, onfermando le ipotesi fatte nello studio a
larga sala. L'analisi dei dati in situ mostra he i vortii antiilonii, in questo
tratto di mare, inuenzano la distribuzione e la onentrazione della biomassa
algale tramite dierenti meanismi, in funzione della loro posizione (ostieri
o di mare aperto), della loro estensione, della interazione on la piattaforma
ontinentale nonhè a seonda della loro reiproa interazione.
This manusript has been generated with L
A
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General Introdution
Oean and regional seas are dynami and sensitive systems. Strongly oupled
with lower layers of the atmosphere, the physis and the biology of seas and
oeans are inuened by, and interat with, atmospheri and limate dynamis.
The oupling between atmosphere and seas aquires further importane on-
sidering the senario of inreased atmospheri variability (Shär et al., 2004)
and the limate hange the Earth is experiening in the last entury. The
Earth system is atually aited by a rapid limate hange with hanging
rates, above all over the last 50 years, never seen before. This is an evidene
widely reognised by the sienti ommunity as well as ratied in douments
produed by international panels and protools (Kyoto 1997, Marrakeh 2001,
IPCC 2007) by the synergisti eorts of poliy and siene. The sienti om-
munity showed that the human ativities have a large impat (probably they
are the main drivers of limate hange) on the abnormal warming reorded at
global sale, although some unertainty, onerning the amount of the impat
of human ativities on observed hanges, still persists. The eets of global
warming at regional and loal sales are still poorly understood, although it
is evident that one of the main eets at these sales is the inrease in the
ourrene of extreme events (Blak et al., 2004; Shär et al., 2004). The sen-
sitivity and the response of marine eosystems to limate hange, and more
in general to atmospheri and limate foring, have been demonstrated in a
variety of dierent environments and at dierent spatial and temporal sales
(Smith et al., 1999; Gian-Reto et al., 2002; Olita et al., 2007).
In this senario, the deep understanding of the intrinsi variability of the
physial and biologial parameters of the sea beomes fundamental in order to
assess the natural variability of the studied systems and to avoid the problem
of the shifting baselines, i.e. to have inadequate referene points to evaluate
1
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anomalies rossing the systems. So, the study of the relations between the
physial environment and the rst trophi levels in regional seas beomes top-
ial from a theoretial point of view as well as to understand (and possibly
to pregure) the eologial eets of hydrodynami shifts in a limate hange
senario (Turley, 1999; Shär et al., 2004; Somot et al., 2006; Olita et al., 2007).
The deep understanding of the variability, the relationships and the oupling
between physis and biology is essential for the desirable development of an
eosystem based management of the marine resoures.
While the physis governing the oean dynamis are quite well known, as
well as the oupling between hydrodynamis and the atmospheri forings,
the biologial response of the sea to the dynamis of the atmosphere (and
their anomalies) and of the sea itself are poorly understood, beause of the
omplexity of the matter and of the limited resoures dediated to this argu-
ment. This neverthless several eorts have been reently aomplished by the
sienti ommunity to ll the gap.
The nontrivial issue of the physial-biologial oupling of the sea an be
faed with many dierent approahes, spanning from paleolimatology to li-
matology to experimental multi-instruments oeanography, analysis of histori-
al time-series, remote sensing, to a variety of modeling tools (diagnosti, prog-
nosti, spatially expliit or impliit). The diulties of studying geo-physial
proesses and their biologial inferene lies in the omplexity of the intera-
tions involved and on the fat that these relationships take dierent aspets
in funtion of the temporal and spatial sales examined. In a deterministi
perspetive, the investigation of these relationships ould be approahed by
studying the roles of physial forings in the modulation of the biogeohemial
yles (C, N, P and mironutrients), whih in turn regulate the produtivity of
phytoplankton, together with the available energy (light). The prognosti/de-
terministi study of the biogeohemial yles an be aomplished at rst by
using sophistiated and oupled modeling tools, whih are often aeted by
quite large unertainties about biomass and prodution of the phytoplankton.
These unertainties an be due to an inorret modeling of the hydrodynam-
is (advetion and diusion) or to a bad parameterization of phytoplanktoni
funtional groups (Vihi et al., 2007b,a). Although these modeling tools rep-
resent the future in this eld beause they allow to prognostially study the
proesses underlying the observed features, they are still aeted by unertain-
ties suh as their aordability just lies in reproduing the seasonality of the
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system, in front of a huge amount of omputing power needed (Zavatarelli and
Pinardi, 2003; Fulton et al., 2004; Vihi et al., 2007a).
An alternative/omplementary approah to the deterministiprognosti
modeling is to exploit the potentiality of the huge amount of data olleted by
satellite remote sensing, with the support of the data olleted during multi-
disiplinary oeanographi ruises, whih furnishes the in situ truth. Another
approah is given by the analysis of these satellite data through diagnosti
algorithm to estimate biomass and prodution. The availability of deadal (at
least) time series of multisensor (i.e. multiple parameters) data overing the
study area in its entirety is the main advantage of using satellite data for these
purposes. Another helpful harateristi of satellite remotely sensed data is
the synoptiity whih permits, in ontrast with in situ ruises, to have a on-
temporary assessment of the same parameter in dierent points. This is not
trivial as the variability of the sea is haraterized by higher frequenies than
the land systems. Satellite imagery of the sea surfae are available sine the
late 60's, but only in the last two or three deades several satellites and sensors
furnished, simultaneously and over the whole globe, a number of retrievals of
many sea surfae parameters (temperature, sea surfae elevation, hlorophyll
and other pigments, PAR, winds, et.). All of these parameters substantially
derived from the measurements of the radiane reeted or emitted by the sea
surfae, over dierent windows of the eletromagneti spetrum (see Fig. 1 and
Box 1).
Box 1 - Satellite remote sensing of the sea
In the last 20-30 years satellite remote sensing has beome an essen-
tial instrument in studying dynamial features and water mass properties of
the oeans at global, regional and loal sales. For example, mid-latitude
global observation of oean mesosale features allowed us to better under-
stand the variability and the budgets of the eddy kineti energy of the oeans
and the related transport of heat, salt and water mass. Global observations
of oean olor available from the late '70s, with the launh of the Coastal
Zone Color Sanner (CZCS), furnished an invaluable information about the
onentration and distribution of phytoplankton biomass and therefore im-
portant suggestions about the produtivity of the oeans and its variability.
Although oean satellites have been mostly regarded as experimental, they
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have nevertheless ontributed to an inreasing awareness that the oeans,
atmosphere and ie-overed regions are oupled in a way that determines
short-term weather patterns as well as longer-term limate hange.
Two ategories of sensors an be distinguished, Ative and Passive, de-
pending if the sensor aptures the bakward reeted radiation emitted by
the instrument itself or that naturally reeted/emitted by the Earth (Sea)
surfae. The number of sensors and vetors designed to monitor the sea
surfae inreases eah year. Nevertheless this inreasing number, all these
sensors (installed on geostationary or polar orbiting satellites) basially give
information about only four parameters of the sea surfae: temperature,
slope, roughness and olor. These parameters are retrieved from the mea-
surement of the radiane emitted or reeted by the sea surfae at dierent
wavelengths of the eletromagneti spetrum (Fig. 1).
Here below we furnish a brief overview of the priniples governing the
instruments used to retrieve the dierent parameters, many of whih used
for this manusript.
The syntheti aperture radar (SAR) is an ative instrument whih
detets small modulations of surfae ripple patterns aused by winds, waves,
eddies, sliks euents or other surfatants. A moving surfae feature will
be shifted in the image plane due to its ontribution to the Doppler signal
used by SAR proessor to loate a partiular target. One of the main marine
appliations of this instrument is the oil spill detetion.
The radar altimeter is an ative instrument used to detet small
hanges in sea surfae height due either to anomalies in the gravity eld
of the earth or to geostrophi urrents, tides, mesosale eddies or other
oeanographi strutures. The height of the waves an be also monitored
by measuring the slope of the leading edge of the return pulse.
Features produing hanges in surfae temperature ould be more dif-
ult to trak, beause of loud over whih annot be rossed by infrared
and thermi wavelengths. Nevertheless the reord of the Advaned Very
High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) now spans over more than two
deades. The algorithm for the retrieval of the Sea Surfae Temperature are
based on the measurements of the emission from the sea surfae on infrared
and thermi bands of the eletromagneti spetrum. These sensors installed
on the NOAA (National Oeanographi and Atmospheri Administration)
series satellites were suessively and suessfully supplemented by many
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other sensors like the Along-Trak Sanning Radiometer (ATSR) produed
by the European Spae Ageny (ESA) and mounted on the ERS-1 satellite.
The remote sensing of the oean olor is, by denition, the spetral
variation of the reetane diused from the sea surfae. It permits to obtain
the oean surfae Chlorophyll onentrations from reetane measurements
in the visible part of the spetrum. Clarke et al. (1970) rst proposed the
idea that the onentration of oeani phytoplankton an be estimated by
measuring the amount of light reeted, on ertain spei wavelengths of
the EM spetrum, by the oean surfae. The remote sensing of the oean
olor started with the launh in 1978 of the CZCS, of whih the SeaWiFS
radiometer is the worthy suessor.
Figure 1: The eletromagneti spetrum (ourtesy of LASP/University of Col-
orado)
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The study area
The study of the biophysial relationships beomes even more important in
highly dynami seas, like the Mediterranean, where the hydrodynami pro-
esses may strongly inuene the phytoplankton distribution and onentra-
tion (Moran et al., 2001; Taupier-Letage et al., 2003; Isern-Fontanet et al.,
2004; Ribotti et al., 2004; Kahru et al., 2007). The Mediterranean sea has
been often onsidered like a small sale model of the global oean irulation
and often used as a ase study to test theories and models in a wide range of
disiplines of the marine sienes.
The reason for this are basially three:
• its historial anthropization has made the Mediterranean area an eleted
site for limate hange studies;
• in the Mediterranean area a number of dierent dynamial features and
a wide range of dierent trophi states an be found. This extremely
variable environment, both in spae and time, onstitutes a good small
sale model of the global oean;
• the Mediterranean reats more rapidly to atmospheri/limate hange
and to the variability of physial foring than the global oean.
In this framework, the Algero-Provençal Basin (APB) represents one of the
most dynami areas of the entire Mediterranean sea, and almost all the features
and proesses reognizable in Mediterranean an be found in this sub-basin.
So, also onsidering the availability of in situ data olleted during several
oeanographi ruises onduted by our researh group, this region has been
hosen as ase study. The APB an be roughly divided in two main parts, the
northern and the southern one, as funtion of the main dynami features and
of the dierent irulation regimes (see Fig. 2). We adopt, partially modied,
the nomenlature used by Millot et al. (1999).
The southern part of the APB, namely the Algerian Basin (AB), is hara-
terized at the surfae by the Atlanti Water (AW) owing in the Mediterranean
sea through the Gibraltar Strait (Millot et al., 1999). Along the Algerian oast
the AW (Modied AW, MAW) is transported by the Algerian Current (AC
Millot, 1985) from whih the antiyloni Algerian Eddies (AEs, Puillat et al.,
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Figure 2: Algero-Provençal Basin (red squared): the prinipal dynamis are
indiated. Modied from Millot et al. (1999)
2002; Taupier-Letage et al., 2003) are generated by barolini instabilities of
the AC itself. The AEs generally remain more or less inluded in the main
AC ow. One in the Sardinia Channel (SaC) they an ollapse or, strongly
modied, an remain almost bloked in the SaC area for several months be-
fore ollapsing (Puillat et al., 2002). In some ases (few per year) the AEs
an detah from the AC moving eastward and northward. In these ases the
eddies an follow the Sardinian slope northward beoming open-sea eddies.
These big "old" and highly energeti AEs an aomplish one or more yloni
yle in the AB, not exeeding 40
◦
N (Puillat et al., 2002). Studies fousing
on the biologial response of AEs (e.g. Taupier-Letage et al., 2003), suggested
ompliated relationships depending on the life history, path and size of suh
eddies, without entirely larifying these proesses and indiating that further
investigations and studies are needed.
The northern part of the basin (Liguro-Provençal Basin or LPB) is also a
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highly dynami region with strong mesosale ativity, studied espeially be-
ause it is the most important site of deep waters formation (MEDOC group,
1969) for the whole western Mediterranean sea. The deep water formation
in winter and the seasonal bloom ourring in the so alled MEDOC area
(MEDOC group, 1969) in spring are stritly related as stated by Jaques et al.
(1973). The deep water formation is a ompliated proess whih substantially
involves three phases (MEDOC group, 1969; Levy et al., 1998). The rst one
is a preonditioning phase, mainly due to the sub-basin yloni irulation
enomprising the LPB down to about 41
◦
N and determining the rise of older
and saltier waters from the deep to the upper layers. The seond one is a
violent mixing phase, determined by the mistral wind, with the formation of
stable olumns of dense waters from surfae to the bottom. These olumns of
dense water are also alled hymneys. The third phase onsists in the sinking
of the dense himneys, due to the weakening of the winds, with the onsequent
rapid restratiation of the surfae waters enhaned by their warming. The
restratiation is also responsible of the onset of an intense algal bloom as
desribed in Jaques et al. (1973). The main sub-surfae oastal urrent of
this sub-basin is the Liguro-Provençal Current (LPC), whih ows NE to SW,
along the Italian and Frenh oasts. The LPB an be separated from the AB
by the Baleari Front (BF), formed by the north-south density gradient be-
tween saltier and older waters at north (LaViolette et al., 1990; López Gariá
et al., 1994; Millot et al., 1999) and fresher MAW at the south. The BF is
disposed more or less longitudinally, at a latitude of about 41-42
◦
N, with some
variability on its latitudinal position whih has not still deeply investigated.
The buer area between APB and LPB, partly oupied by the BF, is also
alled by some authors Baleari Basin. The eastern part of this sub-basin,
along the western Sardinian oast, is the Sardinia Sea (SaS) while the Sardinia
Channel (SaC) is the hannel loated between Sardinia and the Afrian oast.
Manusript aim and organization
The APB, broadly investigated in the past on its hydrodynamis (e.g. Vi-
gnudelli, 1997; Levy et al., 1999; Millot et al., 1999; Levy et al., 2000; Bouz-
ina et al., 2003; Isern-Fontanet et al., 2004), was also objet of studies on the
relationships between hydrodynamis and phytoplanktoni biomass distribu-
tion and prodution, often fousing on the biologial signature assoiated to
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mesosale proesses (e.g. Lohrenz et al., 1988; Raimbault et al., 1993; Levy
et al., 1998, 2000; Garon et al., 2001; Moran et al., 2001; Taupier-Letage
et al., 2003). Nevertheless, the bio-physial ovariability in the APB has been
poorly investigated from a statistial point of view, needing the analysis of well
strutured datasets and long time series. The use of both satellite and in situ
data, sampled with a mesosale resolving grid, permits to ondut the study
at multiple spatial and temporal sales.
In the present study, the physial and biologial variability is investigated
through the satellite data spatially at basin and sub-basin sale while tempo-
rally at seasonal and interannual sale, also giving some lues on mesosale
proesses. A set of multisensor satellite Level 3 monthly data has been ana-
lyzed making use of multivariate tehniques, overing the deade 1997-2007,
in order to study the variability and ovariability of the main bio-physial pa-
rameters retrieved from satellite (sea surfae temperature, sea level anomalies,
photosynthetially available radiation, Chlorophyll-a onentration, primary
prodution) at these sales. Three are the main gaps in the use of satellite
data: the spatial resolution whih an miss the smallest features; the presene
of loud over that in visible and infrared wavelength avoids the observation
of the sea surfae; the total absene of information about the vertial hara-
teristis of the water olumn, i.e. the satellite an see only the sea surfae!
The data olleted during a series of oeanographi ruises onduted in the
entral-eastern part of the APB (namely the Sardinian Sea) has been also
analysed in order to obtain any information on the main vertial features, at
least in some sample sub-areas, and to study the mesosale horizontal and
vertial proesses inuening the biologial elds (Chlorophyll-a is universally
onsidered the best and most helpful proxy for phytoplanktoni biomass).
The general aim of this manusript is to depit the seasonal and interannual
variability of the some key physial parameters of the water masses retrieved
by satellite and understand how these elds are related to the phytoplanktoni
biomass and produtivity in the APB. Primary prodution budgets have been
estimated by using a diagnosti model whih make use of remotely sensed data.
A series of oeanographi ruises have been analyzed and the results of this
analysis related to the ndings of the rst two hapters, in order to understand
how smaller (meso) sales features inuene the phytoplankton distribution in
the study area.
Dierent aspets of the same general problem have been faed in the rst
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three hapters of this manusript. By onsidering the diversity of the meth-
ods used and of the analyses performed, eah hapter an be onsidered as a
distint study, although eah one ontributes to furnish, as muh as possible,
a omplete piture of the variability and ovariability of the physial and bi-
ologial elds in the APB. Then eah hapter is omposed by Introdution,
Methods, Results and Disussion setions, with the exeption of Chapter 4
whih draws the general onlusions.
The manusript is organized as follows:
• In Chapter 1 the seasonal and interannual variability and o-variability
of remotely sensed SLA, SST and Chlorophyll-a elds in the APB is
studied, for the period 1997-2007. A zoning of the area is therefore
obtained in funtion of the o-variability patterns.
• In Chapter 2 the Primary Prodution (PP) of the APB has been
estimated, during the same deade, using a semi-analytial diagnosti
model. All the model parameters are obtained, diretly or indiretly,
from remote sensing measurements. Findings about PP are therefore
ompared with literature.
• Chapter 3 is devoted to the analysis of the oeanographi ruises data,
aiming to investigate the mesosale proesses (with speial fous on ed-
dies) inuening the phytoplanktoni biomass distribution in the entral
part of the APB.
• Finally in the Conlusions (Chapter 4), the objetives ahieved are
synthesized and the perspetives for future developments are drawn.
Chapter 1
Seasonal and interannual variability
and ovariability of SLA, SST and
phytoplanktoni biomass
1.1 Introdution
Reent studies (MGilliuddy and Robinson, 1997; Wilson and Adame, 2001;
Wilson and Adame, 2002; Kahru et al., 2007) showed that, in many areas of
the world oean and at various sales, the Chlorophyll-a onentration (Chl)
and/or the new prodution of phytoplankton biomass, are strongly related
with Sea Level Anomalies (SLA). The main mehanism explaining this rela-
tionship is the shoaling (deepening) of isotherms/isopynae due to the ation
of dynamial features (having a SLA signature) whih produes the inrease
(derease) of nutrients injetion in the euphoti layer.
On the other side, the Sea Surfae Temperature (SST), whih an be re-
trieved with an ever inreasing auray from satellite, is historially the main
parameter of the sea surfae used in satellite oeanography to distinguish dy-
namial features like urrents, fronts and eddies, whih are often haraterized
by a thermi signature. The relationships of the temperature with the dynami
strutures, whih in turn inuene pathiness and distribution of the hloro-
phyll (the best proxy for phytoplanktoni biomass) eld, lead many authors
(e.g. Briaud et al., 2002; Legaard and Thomas, 2006; Rivas, 2006; Nieves
et al., 2007; Venegas et al., 2008) to use also SST signatures to investigate
the omplex relationships between phytoplanktoni biomass and dynamial
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features. Espeially in some areas, like over the ontinental shelves, where
dynamial proesses annot be orretly observed or dedued by satellite al-
timetry beause of sensor or data-produts limitations, the information oming
from thermi sensors an be very helpful.
The availability of deadal time series (1997-2007) of remotely sensed esti-
mates of Chl and the simultaneous availability of SLA and SST satellite data
for the same period, allow us to investigate the main spatial and temporal
patterns of variability of Chl, SLA and SST and the SLAChl and SSTChl
ovariability in the APB, whih is atually the main aim of this hapter.
Timewise, the seasonal and interannual variability are investigated and
quantied through multivariate analysis tehniques and data deomposition.
Although the investigated spatial sales are mainly the basin and the sub-basin,
some indiation on mesosale features, indiretly, is also given. Suggestions
for a better interpretation of the observed patterns of variability are given in
Chapter 3, where the analysis of in situ oeanographi data furnished useful in-
diations on the mesosale proesses inuening phytoplankton onentration
and distribution of the eastern sub-area.
1.2 Methods
We have analyzed three datasets of remotely sensed data (Chl, SLA and SST
from September 1997 to January 2007) through deomposition of their vari-
ability by means of the Empirial Orthogonal Funtion (EOF) method. This
method allowed us to identify and quantify the spatial and temporal variabil-
ity of the three variables. The Continuous Wavelet Transform and the Fourier
Transform (CWT and FT) were used to better interpret the expansion oe-
ients time series of seondary EOFs, often drawing ompliated non-stationary
patterns, as well as to analyze the basin-averaged anomalies time series for the
three datasets.
The SLAChl and the SSTChl ovariabilities were evaluated by analyzing
the r orrelation oeient maps, obtained through the integration of the
data in time, and by Singular Value Deomposition (SVD) analysis. The
deomposition in dierent modes of ovariability, performed through SVD, was
useful to reognize, spaewise and timewise, the proesses having the largest
inuene on the observed ovariability and to quantify them.
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1.2.1 Satellite Data
The satellite SLA data used are delayed time (dt) gridded and merged produts
overing the entire Mediterranean Sea. They were provided by AVISO-CLS
and produed in the framework of the SSALTO-DUACS (Data Uniation and
Altimeter Combination System) and of the Mediterranean Foreasting System
(MFSPP-MFSTEP) European projets. AVISO has produed the gridded
maps by proessing the raw data olleted from altimeters of dierent satellite
missions (Jason-1, Topex-Poseidon, Envisat, GFO, ERS-x and Geosat Follow
On). The SLA are alulated by subtrating, from the Sea Surfae Height
(SSH) data, the Mean Sea Surfae (MSS) onstruted on the basis of the
Topex/Poseidon data from 1993 to 1997, whih are aeted by a weak orbital
error. We used a set of 488 weekly SLA gridded data from September 1997 to
January 2007.
SST data used are the pathnder SST version 5. The pathnder SST data
are derived from the 5-hannel Advaned Very High Resolution Radiometers
(AVHRR) on board the NOAA-7, -9, -11, -14, -16 and -17 polar orbiting
satellites. The monthly averaged data for the asending pass (daytime) on
equal-angle grids of 8192 pixels/360 degrees (nominally referred to as the 4 km
resolution) have been used. Data have been obtained from the US National
Oeanographi Data Center (NODC) of the National Oeani and Atmospheri
Administration (NOAA) and downloaded via ftp (data.nod.noaa.gov). From
the SST dataset an "anomaly" dataset has been obtained to perform the or-
relation and ovariability analysis with Chl.
Chl data are Level-3 global omposite data aquired from the SeaWiFS
satellite and provided by NASA Goddard Spae Flight Center through the
Oean Color Web portal. The algorithm used for the transformation of raw
satellite SeaWiFS data to Chlorophyll-a onentration expressed in mg/m3 is
the NASA OC4v4 algorithm (O'Reilly et al., 1998). We further transformed
these data using the regional algorithm proposed by Briaud et al. (2002).
Reently Volpe et al. (2007) showed that the MED-OC4 algorithm generates
the best Chl satellite estimates for the Mediterranean Sea. Nevertheless, in
our work we used the Briaud et al. (2002) algorithm whih an derive its
estimates diretly from the global OC4v4 L2 or L3 produts, beause of their
prompt availability through the OeanColor web portal at the various pro-
essing levels. Moreover this study was mainly foused on low-frequeny and
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large-sale variability rather than on the analysis of the absolute values of
Chl. We exluded from the analysis the nearest-to-oast grid points suppos-
edly ontaining the worst estimates of Chl (Case-2 waters). Additionally the
Briaud et al. (2002) algorithm produes quite good estimates of the Chl in
the Mediterranean waters, from many points of view omparable with those of
the algorithm proposed by Volpe et al. (2007). A set of 113 monthly SeaWiFS
Chl omposite maps from September 1997 to January 2007 have been used,
almost the whole SeaWiFS level 3 dataset. For homogeneity reasons with SLA
dataset we subtrated the related mean value from eah pixel then obtain-
ing a Chl anomaly dataset. This dataset of Chl anomalies (hereafter simply
Chl) was used for the EOF, SVD and orrelation analyses instead of the raw
dataset.
Chl and SST maps have been spatially re-sampled to math the SLA grid,
while the SLA maps have been temporally averaged to obtain a monthly tem-
poral resolution tting with SeaWiFS and AVHRR data time step (monthly).
As result, three datasets of 113 monthly maps with spatial resolution of 1/8◦
have been produed and analyzed.
1.2.2 EOFs method
In order to detet the main patterns of spatial and temporal variability of the
Chl, SLA and SST series, we performed the Empirial Orthogonal Funtions
(EOFs) analysis, also known as Prinipal Component Analysis (PCA). The
EOF method was introdued in meteorology by Lorenz (1956). From that
moment the EOFs have been widely used in limatology, meteorology and
oeanography (Preisendorfer, 1988; Bretherton et al., 1992; Peng and Fyfe,
1996; Bartolai and Luther, 1999; Baldai et al., 2001; Bouzina et al., 2003;
Lopez-Calderon et al., 2006). This method allows to nd the spatial and tem-
poral variability patterns of the dataset and to estimate the amount of vari-
ane assoiated to eah mode of variability in perentage terms (Preisendorfer,
1988). We would like to underline that the modes of variability, also known as
EOFs (EOF-1, EOF-2,... EOF-n), ontain informations about the variability
of the dataset, that is not neessarily related to physial features. The inter-
pretation of the EOF modes just aims to relate the data modes with physis.
The temporal amplitudes assoiated with the spatial patterns, referred to as
EOF expansion oeients or simply PCs, are also objet of physial inter-
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pretation. In some ase further statistial analysis was needed to orretly
interpret PCs, espeially when the signal ontains non-stationary omponents.
The dataset (the same was done for SLA and Chl) has been organized as
follow, in order to perform the EOF analysis: At rst we vetoralized the ma-
tries (of dimension x by y) ontaining the monthly elds of the variable in
row vetors of dimension p = xy. Then we formed a matrix F of dimension n
olumns by p rows, where: n is the number of observations (113 in our ase);
p is the number of grid-meshes for eah observation. We an onsider eah of
the n olumns of matrix F as a time series for a given loation xy, and eah of
the p rows as an observation (single monthly eld) at a given time. The mean
of eah time series is then removed to obtain series with zero mean. Then R,
the ovariane matrix of F , is alulated by:
R = F tF (1.1)
where F t is the transposed matrix of F .
The eigenvalue problem is solved so that:
R = CΛCt (1.2)
where Λ is a diagonal matrix ontaining the eigenvalues λi of R and where
eah olumn ci of C is the eigenvetor orresponding to the λi eigenvalue. Eah
of the eigenvetors ci is an EOF. The EOF-1 will be the ci with the highest λi,
i.e. the highest value of explained variane. The EOF-2 will be the ci with the
seond λi value and so on. Eah EOF, in vetorial form, is then re-onverted
in matrix before drawing the respetive EOF map.
In order to see how an EOF evolves in time, we alulated the expansion
oeient aj by:
aj = Fcj (1.3)
aj is omposed by n omponents whih are the projetions of the maps on-
tained in F on ci (EOFj). aj is the PC, i.e. the time evolution of eah EOFj.
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1.2.3 Time series analysis and Wavelet transform
The anomalies time series of eah dataset have been alulated beause in many
ases they may give useful information about interannual or anomalous events
whih annot be orretly identied by EOF deomposition, for example due
to their phase oinidene with the main seasonal signal.
The anomalies time series of eah dataset has been obtained by:
xn =
x− xm
σm
, (1.4)
where x is the monthly value, xm is the monthly limatology for the orre-
sponding month and σm is the related monthly standard deviation.
Despite the dimension redution of the datasets performed through the
EOF method, the spatial patterns and their assoiated PCs are not always
easy to interpret, espeially referring to the seondary PCs, often ompliated
by non-periodi signals.
For these reasons, we analyzed the spetrum of the PCs and of the anoma-
lies time series by means of the Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and
of the Fourier Transform (FT). The CWT is an useful instrument to analyze
time series data, espeially when they ontain non-stationary omponents. In
fat the CWT allows exeptional loalization both in the time domain with
translations of the mother wavelet, dened as in Torrene and Compo (1998),
and in the frequeny domain with its dilations. The lassial FT is only able
to reognize the loation and the magnitude of maxima in the frequeny do-
main, without loating the frequeny peaks in the time dimension. However
the FT remains very appropriate for the analysis of stationary data, whih do
not require time loalization information or, as in our ase, to give an overview
of the main signal omponents. For this reason we oupled the FT spetrum
to the CWT, being the Fourier periodogram a sort of resume of the wavelet
spetrum. The CWT was applied to anomalies time series (of SLA, SST and
Chl) and, when neessary, to the seondary PCs to reognize where (in time-
frequeny) the patterns and/or the peaks reognized by the respetive EOFs
are loated. The mother wavelets used in this study were the "Mexian hat"
and the "Morlet" wavelets. The latter one is a omplex funtion, the most
used in geophysis, that onstitutes a good tool to desribe signals with some
periodi omponent. The former is a real wavelet and better than the latter
to preisely loate the non-stationary and non-periodi omponents of a series
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in time dimension (Torrene and Compo, 1998). Before performing the CWT
and the FT we have removed the trend from the series to redue the presene
of spurious low frequeny signals.
All the wavelet plots have been organized as follows: the top panel shows
the analyzed series; the bottom panel shows the wavelet spetrum in the time-
frequeny domain with the Cone of Inuene (COI, thin line indiating the
area not aeted by edges error) and the signiane ontours (95%) marked
by a thik blak line; the right panel shows the periodogram derived from the
Fourier analysis whih summarizes the frequenies of the series.
1.2.4 Correlation and SVD analysis
The r Pearson orrelation oeient between the variables has been om-
puted in a time-integrated way (pixel by pixel) in order to desribe the spatial
patterns of SLAChl and SSTChl ovariability. We performed the Singular
Value Deomposition (SVD) analysis of the oupled datasets (SLAChl and
SSTChl) in order to give a more aurate piture of the oupling between
physial and biologial variables. The SVD analysis (Bjornsson and Venegas,
1997; Bartolai and Luther, 1999) has many ommon points with the EOF
deomposition beause it separates datasets in modes of (o-)variability. On
the ontrary of EOF method the SVD analysis aims to study oupled vari-
ables and to nd the main patterns of ovariability between two series. The
explained ovariability is expressed in terms of Squared Covariane Fration
(SCF) and eah SCF value is assoiated with a pair of oupled maps drawing
the oupled spatial patterns. The SVD analysis is applied on the so-alled
ovariane matrix C. Given the two matries S and P , ontaining respetively
the dataset of SLA (SST) and Chl organized as matrix F for EOF method,
the ovariane matrix C is:
C = StP (1.5)
where St is the transposed matrix of S.
Then the SVD problem is solved. We found matries U and V and the
diagonal matrix L so that:
C = ULV t (1.6)
Matries U and V are formed by vetors ui and vi whih are pairs of oupled
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modes of ovariability of SLA (SST) and Chl, explaining a li (singular values)
part of the total ovariane. The expansion oeients of the two datasets
may be found, as for EOFs, by the projetions of the data (S and P ) on
the modes of ovariability (U and V ). Singular values li ontained in L an
therefore be onsidered an estimate of how muh the ovariane is explained
by the respetive pair of oupled modes ui and vi. In literature ui and vi are
often alled left and right mode.
The fration of explained ovariane is expressed in terms of Squared Co-
variane Fration (SCF), given by:
SCFi =
li
2
Σli
2
(1.7)
1.3 Results
1.3.1 SLA variability
The time series of basin-averaged SLA and their anomalies series are shown
in Fig. 1.1. The top panel shows a marked seasonal yle with its maxima
in autumn and the minima in spring. The anomalies of the bottom panel of
Fig. 1.1 show a white-noise like signal whih an be hardly interpreted just by
looking it.
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Figure 1.1: Top panel: SLA basin averaged time series; Bottom panel: SLA
normalized anomalies
The wavelet analysis of the anomalies time series shown in Fig. 1.2 (om-
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puted as desribed is subsetion 1.2.3) draws the stronger signiant anomaly
(negative) in 2000. Other shorter (in time) signiant anomalies are found in
summer 2003 and in autumn 2005.
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Figure 1.2: Wavelet analysis of SLA normalized anomalies time series
The standard deviation map of SLA is presented in Fig. 1.3 where a a
good rst look of the SLA spatial variability is given. The highest variability
is identied in the southern and entral part of the domain (AB and BB)
while the SaC area and the LPB aount the lowest variability. These last
two areas are indeed interested by the presene of semi-permanent features of
the irulation while the rest of the basin is mainly haraterized by short-
life and/or transient hydrodynami features. In the LPB the signal, due to
the Liguro-Provençal Current (LPC) and to a well known sub-basin yloni
irulation haraterizing the area, is evident. At south-east, in the SaC,
another area of low variation of SLA is identied, orresponding to the western
limit of a less studied yloni gyre loated southeast of Sardinia and named
South East Sardinia Gyre (Astraldi et al., 2002; Sorgente et al., 2003). However
assumptions on the origin, frequeny and timewise loalization of the observed
spatial patterns an be hardly made without a deomposition of the signals of
the dataset, performed by means of EOFs.
The rst four EOFs for SLAs are onsidered, aounting for a very large
part of the total variane (85%), haraterized by annual yles and/or by
anomalies having a rationale lying in physial proesses.
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Figure 1.3: Standard deviation map of SLA
The EOF-1 (Fig. 1.4) aounts for about 76% of the total variane, ex-
plaining the seasonality (i.e. the annual yle) of the SLA. This map shows the
lowest values (loadings) in the LPB where a well known (e.g. MEDOC group,
1969; Millot et al., 1999; Pinardi and Masetti, 2000) sub-basin yloni iru-
lation and the presene of the Liguro-Provençal Current drive the sea levels.
As shown in the standard deviation map, the variability of SLA in this area is
low. The loadings of EOF-1 are in phase in the whole domain, meaning that
for this mode of variability (seasonal yle) we have variations of the same
sign over the entire domain. The homogeneous (in phase) seasonal variation
of SLA over the domain is mainly due to the steri eet, quantied for the
whole western Mediterranean by Bouzina et al. (2003). The seasonality of the
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EOF-1 from the PC-1 (Fig. 1.5) shows a lear annual periodiity with maxima
in autumn and minima in spring, aordingly with Bouzina et al. (2003).
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Figure 1.4: EOF-1 of SLA. 76% of variane is explained by this mode of
variability
The seond EOF (Fig. 1.6 explains about the 4% of the total variane, and
learly shows an eddy-like signature in a well known formation area of AEs
(Puillat et al., 2002). This area shows the highest values of EOF-2 loadings,
meaning that this region has the highest variability for this mode. The signal
of the PC in this ase is omplex and haraterized by inter-annual variability,
needing a proessing whih ould help its interpretation.
The wavelet spetrum in Fig. 1.7 shows that the signal of PC-2 is har-
aterized by a pronouned minimum, temporally entered in 2003 and with
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Figure 1.5: SLA PC-1: its periodiity is learly driven by seasonality
a quite long period of persistene (about 1 year). This long-period minimum
reorded in 2003 seems due to the almost total absene of formation of the
above ited eddy-like struture, as veried by the sreening of the 2003 map
series (not shown). More in general anomalous low values of SLA over the
entire domain, espeially in the rst six months of 2003, are reognized. Max-
ima, with a shorter life than the 2003 minimum, are loalized at the beginning
and at the end of the series, with the longest loated in winter 2001. Max-
ima are probably due to the formation and persistene, for some months, of
antiylones of anomalously high intensity at 6
◦
E and 37
◦
N, determining the
highest SLA values reorded for the whole deade (SLAs up to +35cm). This
spetrum shows a reurrene of formation of this high energeti struture at
the same loation with apparently no periodiity.
The EOF-3 (Fig. 1.8), aounting the 2.3% of variane, is also related to
an anomaly in the sea level ourring in the area of the Algerian Current at
the end of the time series (2006; Fig. 1.9).
The EOF-4 of the SLA dataset (2.1% of total variane) is mainly related
to the seasonal variability of the AC (south) and of the LPC (Fig. 1.10). This
mode is probably driven by the variability of the two urrent ows, modulated
seasonally both in their intensity and path. This variations have a predom-
inant annual omponent, as visible from the wavelet deomposition of PC-4
(Fig. 1.11), although the annual signal is not ontinuous along the whole series
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Figure 1.6: EOF-2 of SLA. 4% of variane is explained by this mode of vari-
ability, showing a maximum with an eddy-like shape
but it seems to have a break in 2004.
1.3.2 SST variability
The time series of basin averaged SST is shown in top panel of Fig. 1.12, while
bottom panel shows the anomalies SST time series omputed by subtrating
the 10 years monthly limatologial average from the monthly values. The
top panel learly depits the seasonality of the SST in the basin, with an
apparent weak interannual variability. The maximum value of the entire series
is reahed in summer 2003, when a strong heatwave event struk the ontinental
Europe as well as the western and entral Mediterranean areas (Marullo and
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Figure 1.7: Wavelet plot of SLA PC-2: a long-period minimum is identied in
2003.
Guarraino, 2003; Blak et al., 2004; Shär et al., 2004; Olita et al., 2007).
This is evident by looking the bottom panel of Fig. 1.12, whih demonstrates
that this anomaly was the strongest interannual event for SST during the last
deade. The wavelet analysis (Fig. 1.13) onrms that the main anomaly is in
summer 2003. The plot shows that this event was haraterized by two distint
interannual signals temporally superimposed but haraterized by dierent
Fourier periods: one shorter of about 5-6 months and one longer of about
15-16 months.
As for SLA, the main spatial patterns of variability of SST are depited
through the omputation of pixel-by-pixel standard deviation. The resulting
standard deviation map is shown in gure 1.14. The highest standard devi-
ation is found around the Baleari Islands, while the lowest is in the Gulf of
Lyon. The SST standard deviation ranges from 3.5 to 5C◦. Another area of
relatively low standard deviation is the Algerian basin up to about 38.5◦ N.
This last signature is probably due to the ow of MAW whih is haraterized
by quite stable surfae temperatures in omparison with loal waters whih are
more aeted by seasonal variations. The northern area of lower variability is
oinident with the upwelling of the Gulf of Lyons: in this ase a lower variabil-
ity is due to the upwelling itself whih rises older bottom waters (espeially in
summer) from the deep layers then determining the smallest variability of the
surfae temperatures in that area, in omparison to surrounding areas where
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Figure 1.8: EOF-3 of SLA. 2% of variane is explained by this mode of vari-
ability, mainly due to algerian urrent anomalies
no upwelling is observed. For SST also the Ligurian sea shows standard de-
viation values omparable to those in the entral part for the weak eet of
the sub-basin sale upwelling due to the general yloni irulation of this
sub-basin. Finally, the entral part of the APB results, as for SLA, the area
overall showing the highest variability.
The deomposotion in EOF modes emphasizes how the main part of the
variability of SST is largely due to the seasonal yle. In fat the EOF1
(Fig. 1.15) enloses more than the 97% of the total variane of the SST dataset.
This means that also the spatial patterns, as an be seen omparing the
two gures, are almost equal to those depited with small dierenes loalized
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Figure 1.9: Wavelet plot of SLA PC-3: the signal is haraterized by an
anomaly at the end of the series.
above all along frontal areas. Seond and third modes aount only for the
0.6% and 0.2% of variane respetively (left panel and right panels of Fig. 1.16).
Seond mode of variability seems related to the variability of the southern
gradient of temperature, due to the latitudes range, while the third mode shows
an interannual non-periodi temporal pattern (see bottom panel of Fig. 1.17)
whih seems to be due, from the observation of the spatial features of the
EOF-3 (right panel of Fig. 1.16), to the eets of strong mistral wind events
ourring in the basin several times during the year and obviously produing
a ool of the surfae waters. This diret eet of mixing and ooling by the
mistral wind on the surfae waters aounts for only the 0.2% of total variane
of SST dataset.
1.3.3 Chl variability
The maxima in phytoplanktoni biomass, as in top panel of Fig. 1.18, are
reahed in spring for all the years. No evident autumn blooms are emphasized
by the basin-averaged monthly values. A strong interannual variability, higher
than for SST or SLA, is intuitable by looking at the series. Two peaks, orre-
sponding to the maxima of the entire series, are loalized in 1999 and in 2005
when, for some reasons, the spring bloom was more intense and/or extended
in time. The larger minimum is loated in summer 2003, probably related
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Figure 1.10: EOF-4 of SLA, explaining 2% of variane, related to the variability
of the LPC and AC
to the summer heatwave we have seen in SST series. The bottom panel of
Fig. 1.18 learly shows that this anomaly was the stronger interannual event
for Chl during the deade. The wavelet analysis (Fig. 1.19) onrms that the
main anomaly is that of summer 2003, surprisingly oinident with the SST
signal we have seen before. The plot shows in this ase a single anomaly har-
aterized by a Fourier period of about 15 months, from spring 2003 to summer
2004, and entered in the summer months of 2003. It is interesting to note
that this anomaly is hardly detetable if the anomalies series is not normalized
by monthly standard deviation. In fats the deviation in absolute terms from
the series is not large, but the standard deviation of the summer months is
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Figure 1.11: Wavelet plot of SLA PC-4: the signal seems haraterized by an
annual yle, even though with a break in 2004
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Figure 1.12: Top panel: SST basin averaged time series; Bottom panel: SST
normalized anomalies
quite smaller than the winter ones.
The analysis of the EOFs is therefore performed in order to investigate
the spatial variability and to quantify the amount of variane due to seasonal
yle and that due to interannual events. As for SST, only the rst three EOF
modes of the Chl dataset are disussed, together aounting for about the 65%
of the total variane. The other lower order EOFs are not disussed beause
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Figure 1.13: Wavelet analysis of SST normalized anomalies time series
they appear noisy-like signals.
The EOF-1 map (left panel of Fig. 1.20) aounts for about 44% of the total
variane. The map learly shows that the rst mode is almost entirely due to
the seasonal bloom ourring in the LPB (MEDOC area spring Bloom). The
strongest signal is loalized in the Gulf of Lions. Inside the Gulf the Colored
Dissolved Organi Matter (CDOM) probably assume large values beause of
the presene of the plume of Rhone river, determining an overestimation of
Chl by satellite based algorithm (Case 2 waters problem). The values of EOF-
1 are all positive, meaning that this mode of variability has the same phase
over the whole domain. The respetive time series of expansion oeients
(PC-1, Fig. 1.21) is learly haraterized by a well dened annual yle. PC-1
maxima are all loated in early spring and minima in summer. EOF-2 (right
panel of Fig. 1.20) aounts for about the 17% of the variane of the dataset.
In this ase positive EOF-2 loadings are reahed in the AC and AEs areas,
drawing a lear north-south boundary around 39.5
◦
N. The entral part of
the APB, between the Baleari islands and Sardinia, shows loadings around
zero, while the northern area is in phase opposition with the former, showing
negative values. PC-2 (Fig. 1.21) shows a lear annual yle with maxima in
January-February in all the years, a little earlier than for PC-1, and minima
in summer. The EOF-3 (Fig. 1.22), explaining the 4% of variability, draws the
highest (negative) loadings in the Gulf of Lyon, probably related to anomalies
of the Rhone river runo, while positive values are loalized lose to the Corsia
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Figure 1.14: Standard deviation map of the SST for the 1997-2007 period
island and related to higher than normal hlorophyll values in 1999 and 2005.
These signatures are well shown by the spetral analysis of PC-3 (Fig. 1.23).
A minimum of the signal is entered in spring 2001, with a short-period signal
(few months) superimposed on a longer one (more than 1 year), while the
maxima are loalized in spring 1999 and 2005.
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Figure 1.15: EOF-1 of SST. more than 97% of variane is explained by this
mode of variability
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Figure 1.16: EOF-2 (left) and EOF-3 (right) of SST. 0.6% of variane is ex-
plained by EOF-2, while the EOF-3 explains the 0.2%, related to interannual
mistral wind events.
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Figure 1.17: Top to bottom, SST PC-1, 2 and 3. Seasonal yles an be
reognized in the rst two PCs.
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Figure 1.18: Top panel: Chl basin averaged time series; Bottom panel: Chl
normalized anomalies
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Figure 1.19: Wavelet analysis of Chl normalized anomalies time series
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Figure 1.20: Left Panel: EOF-1 of Chl, explaining 44% of variane, related
to the MEDOC area bloom. Right Panel: EOF-2 of Chl, explaining 14% of
variane, related to the weak blooms ourring along AC and AEs area of
inuene
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Figure 1.21: Chl PC-1 and PC-2: The signals are haraterized by annual
yles, with maxima respetively in early spring (PC-1) and winter(PC-2)
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Figure 1.22: EOF-3 of Chl, explaining about the 4% of variane, related to a
negative anomaly ourring in Gulf of Lion and in the NW part of the Basin,
while the positive signs are loalized along the western oasts of Corsi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Figure 1.23: Wavelet plot of Chl PC-3. Some anomalies are evident:a minimum
entered in spring 2001, and a shorter-period maximum in spring 2005
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1.3.4 SLAChl ovariability
The oupling between the two variables was studied at rst by analyzing the
r orrelation map. The map of gure 1.24 shows that the two variables are
negatively orrelated over the whole domain (with signiane level P < 0.05).
The area with highest (anti-)orrelation is the entral part of the basin, aross
the Baleari Front area, with r values higher than −0.6 in some loalized
pathes. It is also evident that a low orrelation is reahed along oastal
boundaries (where it should be noted that errors of both dataset are highest)
and in the area of interest of the AC and AEs. The variables seem almost
unorrelated in some pathes (i.e. at 7
◦
E and 37
◦
N), meaning that in these
regions the Chl is mainly driven by other foring than SLAs.
For a better interpretation of the observed ovariability, the paired maps
obtained through SVD (left map or SV Di−SLA and right map or SV Di−Chl)
and their related expansion oeients are studied. The SVD-1 pair of oupled
maps explains more than 0.98 SCF, i.e. almost all the ovariability of the two
elds. The left and right SVD-1 maps (SLA and Chl respetively) roughly
show the same patterns seen in the EOF-1s. Heterogeneous orrelation maps
of this SVD-1 mode are shown in gure 1.25. They are omputed, as desribed
in Bjornsson and Venegas (1997), by alulating orrelation oeient vetors
between kth expansion oeients of one variable and the values of the other
variable at eah grid point. This kind of representation of SVD modes permits
to show the distribution of the ovariability patterns of the mode (and their
enters of ation) saled as orrelation oeients. The so alled "right" (SVD-
1-SLA vs Chl values, Fig. 1.25 ) heterogeneous map shows that the enter
of ation of the rst SVD mode is loated in the entral part of the basin.
Partiularly the enter of ation of this SVD mode, and therefore the main
pattern of ovariability, is loated roughly aross the parallel 41
◦
N, more or
less the loation of the Baleari Front. The low value of orrelation shown in
the heterogeneous map along AC and AEs path onrms the weak oupling
existing in this region between SLA and Chl, indiretly indiating that, at these
sales, horizontal advetion performed by AC and AEs may be more important
than vertial proesses in inuening Chl onentration and distribution. The
respetive SVD-1 expansion oeients (Fig. 1.26) show lear annual yles,
similar to those observed for PC-1s of the two variables. Combining the spatial
and temporal information furnished by SVD analysis we an tell that the
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Figure 1.24: SLAChl orrelation map(P < 0.05). The values of r are negative
on the whole basin
ovariability between SLA and Chl by a seasonal yle having its maximum
expression in the entral area of the basin, more or less aross the loation of
the Baleari Front.
The seond pair of oupled maps (seond SVD mode, less than 0.5% of
SCF explained) substantially show the patterns depited by EOF-4 of SLA
and EOF-2 of Chl, also in this ase drawing annual periodiity. The enters
of ation in heterogeneous orrelation maps (not shown) of this SVD-2 mode
are loated along the AC path, showing, for this mode of ovariability, the
inuene of the AC on the spatial distribution of the weak phytoplankton
bloom ourring in winter in the AB. The SCF value is, in any ase, really low
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Figure 1.25: Heterogeneous orrelation map for the rst SVD mode (SLA
expansion oeients Vs Chl data)
then onrming that the relation between SLA and Chl, although present, is
weaker in the AC area than in the entral and northern ones.
1.3.5 SSTChl ovariability
As for SLA, the analysis of the ovariability with the Chl has been onduted
at rst by the analysis of the spatial distribution of the linear orrelation
oeients, r, between the two variables.
The orrelation map between SST and Chl of Fig. 1.27, shows only negative
values (anti-orrelations is found, as expeted) ranging from −0.1 to −0.8.
High antiorrelation values, as for SLA, are found in the entral part of the
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Figure 1.26: Expansion oeients of rst SVD mode: up SLA and bottom
Chl expansion oeients
basin but, in ontrast to what we found for SLA, the highest values have been
observed near to the Ligurian oast, along the path of the LC. On the ontrary,
over the area of sub-basin yloni irulation of the LPB (the MEDOC area)
we show a large o-shore area were low values of anti-orrelation (i.e. values
of the oeient approximating zero) are reahed. A weak signal of the MAW
ow is also present in the south-western area of the domain, altough really
weak if ompared to that visible in the SLAChl orrelation map. The SVD-1
pair for SSTChl datasets explains more than 0.99 SCF, i.e. almost all the o-
variability of the two elds. The so alled left and right SVD-1 maps (SLA and
Chl respetively) roughly show the same patterns seen in the EOF-1s. Hetero-
geneous orrelation maps of this SVD-1 mode are shown in gure 1.28. They
are omputed, as desribed in Bjornsson and Venegas (1997), by alulating
orrelation oeient vetors between kth expansion oeients of one variable
and the values of other variable at eah grid point. This kind of representation
of SVD modes permits to show the distribution of the ovariability patterns
of the mode (and their enters of ation) saled as orrelation oeients.
The right (SVD-1-SST vs Chl values, Fig. 1.25) heterogeneous map sub-
stantially shows the same features observed in the simple orrelation map. The
enter of ation of the rst SVD mode for this pair of variables is loated in the
entral part of the basin, between the Baleari islands and Sardinia, drawing
a pattern whih inludes the Sardinia Channel. The main dierene with the
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Figure 1.27: SSTChl orrelation map. The values of r are negative on the
whole basin
simple orrelation map is that the AC and AEs signature is enhaned.
The fat that r orrelation map and SVD heterogeneous orrelation map
almost give the same spatial information is not surprising beause the variabil-
ity of SST, as we have seen in the EOF analysis, is explained almost entirely by
the rst mode of (o-)variability. The SVD-1 expansion oeients (Fig. 1.29)
show lear annual yles similar to those observed for PC-1s of the two vari-
ables.
By ombining the spatial and temporal information from the SVD analysis
we an tell that the ovariability between SST and Chl is haraterized by
a seasonal yle having its maximum in the entral and SE areas (Sardinia
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Channel) of the basin, with an absolute and loalized maximum loated along
the Ligurian oast.
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Figure 1.28: Heterogeneous orrelation map for the rst SVD mode (SST
expansion oeients Vs Chl data)
1.4 Disussion
Satellite estimates of hlorophyll-a (Chl) onentration olleted by SeaW-
iFS radiometer, AVHRR Sea Surfae Temperature (SST) data and Sea Level
Anomaly (SLA) AVISO/CLS satellite maps in the Algerian Basin, during a
10 years period (September 1997 to January 2007), have been analyzed. The
study addresses to detet the main patterns of spatial and temporal variability
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Figure 1.29: Expansion oeients of rst SVD mode: up SST and bottom
Chl expansion oeients
of Chl and SLA elds. This in order to investigate the ovariability of biologial
and physial elds at seasonal and interannual sales and to desribe dierent
areas of the basin in terms of the observed bio-physial oupling.
The time series of SLA shows a marked seasonality with maxima in au-
tumn, probably due to steri eet as disussed by Bouzina et al. (2003).
The anomalies of the SLAs an be hardly interpreted, also with the help of
the wavelet analysis. The main anomaly (in terms of anomalies normalized by
monthly standard deviation) seems to be due to a relative maximum ourring
in spring 2000. Laking information on spatial patterns variability of SLA, a
deeper analysis is therefore onduted through EOF deomposition. The EOF-
1 of SLA series (3/4 of total variane), related to the seasonal yle (shown
in PC-1), showed the highest variability in the entral and southern part of
the basin. While the high loadings in the area between the Algerian oast and
∼ 40◦N an be attributed to the variability of the spreading and intensity of
the MAW ow and of the mesosale features generated from the AC, the high
variability of the area between 40
◦
N and 41.5
◦
N ould be due to the dynamis
of the Baleari Front, partiularly of the Frontal Eddies (Fuda et al., 2000),
both yloni and antyiloni, detahing from the front. The signature of
(semi-)permanent features (the Liguro Provençal Current and the South East
Sardinian Gyre) are reognized by the minima of variability of this EOF-1.
The EOF-2 and EOF-3 (together about 7% of variane) are related to the in-
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terannual variability of the SLA. The EOF-2 is the most interesting of the two
showing an eddy-like shape at about 36
◦
N - 6
◦
E whih orresponds to the for-
mation and presene of a large and intense AE, ourring non-periodially but
several times in the deade, in some ases persisting for several months (in 2001
and 2006) as seen in the wavelet spetrum of the related PC. The long-period
signal reognized in PC-2 spetrum and entered in 2003, is due to anomalous
low values of SLA due to a long-period absene of that hydrodynami feature
and probably indiating modiations (redution) on MAW ow. The sum-
mer part of this anomaly an be related to the anomalous persistene of high
atmospheri pressure determining a strong heatwave in summer 2003 (Blak
et al., 2004; Shär et al., 2004; Olita et al., 2007), whih ould explain the
lower SLAs than normally in summer. The seasonal yle of variability of the
two main oastal urrents of the domain, the AC and the LPC, is separated
in the EOF-4 then explaining only about the 2% of the variane. The signal
of the two urrents is in phase and the analysis of the related PC shows that
the signature two urrents reah its maximum in winter-time, suggesting also
a maximum in the urrents intensity.
The SST basin-averaged time series shows a marked seasonality with the
main anomaly entered in summer 2003, in oinidene with the European
heatwave (Blak et al., 2004; Olita et al., 2007). The deomposition of the
SST dataset performed by EOFs nds a rst mode explaining almost 97% of
the variane (inluding the heatwave footprint). The seond mode is more
related to the southern gradient due to latitude dierenes and aounts for
0.6% of the variane only.
The deomposition of SeaWiFS data showed an EOF-1 (almost half of the
total variane) haraterized by a lear seasonal yle. The main spatial pat-
tern draws the ontours of the seasonal spring bloom ourring in the MEDOC
area, whereas the seond mode (about 1/6 of total variane) shows the signal
related to the advetion of phytoplnktoni biomass-rih waters from oastal
shelf to o-shore areas (up to about 40
◦
N) performed by AC and AEs. It is
also interesting to underline that this two modes are timewise shifted: the for-
mer is temporally loated in early spring; the seond, related to the o-shore
advetion performed by the Algerian Current and to the Algerian Antiyloni
Eddies, ours in late winter, when the AC reahed its highest sea level vari-
ability, as shown in PC-4 of SLA.
The orrelation map generally shows antiorrelation between SLA and Chl,
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as expeted. The maximum antiorrelation is reahed in the entral part of the
basin, between Sardinia and the Baleari islands, showing the highest SLA
Chl ovariability in some pathes just north of 41
◦
N. We showed, through
orrelation map and SVD analysis, that the highest antiorrelation is reahed
in the entral part of the basin, between Sardinia and the Baleari islands,
assessing the strongest dependene of Chl by the SLA roughly aross 41
◦
N. In
this area the deepening/shoaling of the isopynae, mainly due to the ation of
mesosale eddies whih are predominant in this area (Fuda et al., 2000; Ribotti
et al., 2004), and the related vertial uxes of nutrients seem to have a larger
inuene on total Chl onentration than in areas where horizontal advetion
proesses are muh more onsistent, due to the presene of important oastal
urrents. The oupled maps produed by SVD and their respetive expan-
sion oeients drew the spatial and temporal patterns driving the observed
ovariability. The rst pair of maps explain more than 98% of SCF of the
two elds, depiting spatial patterns similar to respetive EOF-1s, therefore
drawing strutures in large part not o-loated. The heterogeneous orrelation
map between SLA-SVD-1 expansion oeients and Chl data showed that
the behavior of SLA in time an "predit" the Chl onentration espeially
in the area of the Baleari Front. We guess that mesosale yloni and an-
tiyloni eddies detahing from the Baleari Front and alled Frontal Eddies
from Fuda et al. (2000), substantially ontribute to this signal. In fat in this
area the shoaling/deepening of the isopynae, and the related vertial uxes
of nutrients, seem to have a larger inuene on total Chl onentration than
in areas where horizontal advetion proesses are muh more important due
to the presene of important oastal urrents.
The analysis of the SSTChl orrelation shows negative values of r ranging
from −0.1 to −0.8. The largest orrelation is found along the Ligurian oast
and is related to the upwelling generated by the Liguro-Provençal Current,
rising old and nutrient rih waters and enhaning the new prodution. Other
wider areas of high orrelation are the entral part of the basin and the Sardinia
Channel. In the Sardinia Channel, the strong oupling between the two vari-
ables ould be due to the presene of a yloni gyre whih determines, as for
the oastal upwelling, the o-existene of old and nutrient-rih waters. SVD
analysis onduted on SSTChl oupled datasets does not add signiant spa-
tial information to the orrelation map, beause of high seasonality of the SST
data whih are quite all explained by the rst single mode of variability. Time-
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wise, the analysis onrms that the patterns of orrelation between the two
variables are typially seasonal and enlose all the ovariability (SCF = 0.99)
of the datasets.
Both the analysis of the variability of the single datasets and also the anal-
ysis of the ovariability between physial and biologial elds support the idea
that the APB might be divided in three main regions, in the perspetive of
the physial-biologial oupling: the southern, the northern and the entral
one. The southern region is haraterized by moderately hlorophyll-rih wa-
ters (in winter), transported by the AC and the AEs up to about 39-40
◦
N,
as shown by EOF2 and PC-2 of Chl and by EOF4 of SLA. At these spatial
and temporal sales the horizontal advetion, performed by AC, is probably
the main foring of the observed onentration of Chl, onsidering that SLAs
(and related variations of thermoline and nutriline depth) have the lowest
(near to zero) orrelation with Chl. The seond pair of SLAChl SVD (not
shown) also onrms that the AC (and its variability in intensity and path) is
orrelated to the intensity and extension of the (weak) seasonal bloom our-
ring along the Algerian Coast in winter, although this pair of oupled modes
explain a very small part of the total ovariane. The seasonal spring-bloom
ourring in the MEDOC area aounts for almost half of the total variane
of Chl (EOF-1). The mehanism of this annual phenomenon is well reported
in literature (Jaques et al., 1973), and briey desribed in the introdution of
this hapter, involving a omplex sequene of physial proesses. The oupling
between SLA and Chl in this region, although present, is relatively important
for the seasonal bloom as shown in the heterogeneous orrelation map of SVD
analysis. In this area the mesosale proesses (having a SLA signal) seems to
be important for the ne-sale (in spae and time) modulation of the bloom
and for the redistribution of water masses, as disussed by Levy et al. (1998,
2000), but this is outside of the fous of this hapter.
The Baleari Basin, whih hydrodynamially an be seen as the buer area
between MEDOC area and Algerian Basin, shows the strongest SLAChl and
SSTChl anti-orrelation. This suggests a learer biologial response to the
shoaling and deepening of the thermoline/nutriline, mainly performed by
the eddies (Frontal and Algerian). In this area any other physial foring does
not mask the eet of SLA variability (footprint of the eddies ation) on the
Chl onentration. Results also suggest that the entral part of the basin may
onstitute a good loation to ondut further investigations on the biologial
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eets of vertial displaement of isopynae (and therefore of thermoline and
nutriline) performed by eddies. This last aspet has been studied in Chapter 3
by means of the analysis of hydrologial and uorometri data olleted during
two oeanographi ruises onduted in the Sardinian Sea.
Chapter 2
Satellite based estimates of Primary
Prodution, in the deade 1997-2007:
seasonal and interannual variability
2.1 Introdution
The understanding of the mehanisms ontrolling primary prodution (PP,
hereafter) in seas and oeans is essential for the study of the marine eosystems
at all spatial sales.
There are two main reasons motivating the eorts done by sientists in this
diretion in the last years, as stated by MGilliuddy et al. (2007), having
pratial impliations: the role of PP in ontrolling the amount of energy
available for higher trophi levels (assuming the dominane of a top/down
ontrol); the importane of marine PP in the removal of arbon dioxide from
the atmosphere by means of photosynthesis, and therefore its role in ontrolling
global warming by arbon sequestration.
A huge number of measurements of marine PP has been olleted from
the introdution of
14
C method (Steeman-Nielsen, 1952). However these loal
measurements, beause of their lak in synoptiity and spatial ontinuity, an
be hardly used to evaluate budgets as well as spatial distribution of PP at
basin sales.
The turning point in the assessment of spatial and temporal variability
of marine biomass and PP was the launh of satellite sensors able to aquire
Oean Color data (see Box 1 in the General Introdution). From that moment
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suessful eorts have been done to develop mathematial tools able to "relate"
remotely sensed hlorophyll-a (Chl hereafter) estimates to PP at the surfae or
integrated over the euphoti layer (hereafter PPeu). Models of PPeu based on
satellite Chl onentration, spanning in a range of dierent omplexity, from
simple empirial parameterizations to ompliated bio-optial models, have
been developed sine the late '70s (e.g. Morel, 1978; Falkowsky, 1981; Eppley
et al., 1985; Platt, 1986; Platt and Sathyendranath, 1988; Morel and Andrè,
1991; Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997a,b).
In this study we make use of the Vertially Generalized Prodution Model
(VGPM, Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997b), and its following modiations,
whih uses remotely sensed hlorophyll-a, Photosyntetially Available Radia-
tion (PAR), daylength and the PBopt parameter [the maximum primary pro-
dution per hlorophyll-a unit (mgC(mgChl)−1h−1)℄ as rst order onstraints
for PPeu omputation. We hose this model in virtue of its good skill to re-
produe PPeu at various sales (Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997b; Mizobata
and Saitoh, 2004; Kameda and Ishizaka, 2005) and beause all the parameters
used in the model an be diretly or indiretly derived from remotely sensed
data.
We applied the model to the Algero-Provençal Basin (APB) area whih was
broadly investigated about its hydrology and hydrodynamis (e.g. Vignudelli,
1997; Levy et al., 1999; Millot et al., 1999; Levy et al., 2000; Bouzina et al.,
2003; Isern-Fontanet et al., 2004). The biologial response to the physial
foring at the rst trophi level over the basin has been also analyzed in many
studies (e.g. Lohrenz et al., 1988; Raimbault et al., 1993; Levy et al., 1998,
2000; Garon et al., 2001; Moran et al., 2001; Taupier-Letage et al., 2003), no
one making use of time series longer than 4 years. Seasonal and interannual
variability of modeled PP over the entire Mediterranean sea have been inves-
tigated by Bos et al. (2004) whih used the satellite based model of Antoine
et al. (1996) to estimate the variability and the annual budget over the period
1998-2001.
Despite this previous study, the assessment of spatial and temporal variabil-
ity of PPeu in the APB requires an analysis spanning over a longer period. The
main foring inuening PP variability have to be investigated and a ontinu-
ous monitoring of PPeu is required, in the light of the inreasing anthropogeni
inferene in the Mediterranean eosystems (Turley, 1999; Bos et al., 2004).
The present availability of 10 years-long remotely sensed time series for all
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the parameters required by PPeu satellite based models allowed us to aom-
plish suh investigation.
This hapter aims to:
• setup the PP model for the APB area;
• estimate the temporal and spatial variability of PPeu in APB along a
deade, iluding periods of strong surfae foring anomaly, like the sum-
mer 2003 overheating (Blak et al., 2004; Olita et al., 2007);
• ompare the results, when and where possible, with previous ndings
obtained through dierent methods/models.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Satellite Data
Level-3 Chl and PAR monthly omposite data aquired from the SeaWiFS
satellite (O'Reilly et al., 1998), proessed and provided by NASA Goddard
Spae Flight Center through the Oean Color Web portal (reproessing 5.2),
have been used. A set of 118 monthly SeaWiFS Chl and PAR omposite maps
from September 1997 to June 2007 has been obtained as starting point for the
PPeu modellization.
Level-2 Chl and K490 data from SeaWiFS have been used to ompare and
validate the Chl regional and standard produts with our in situ dataset,
olleted during oeanographi ruises.
SST data used to model the PPeu are the pathnder SST version 5. The
pathnder SST data are derived from the 5-hannel Advaned Very High Res-
olution Radiometers (AVHRR) on board of the NOAA-7, -9, -11, -14, -16
and -17 polar orbiting satellites. The monthly averaged data for the asend-
ing pass (daytime) on equal-angle grids of 8192 pixels/360 degrees (nominally
referred to as the 4 km resolution) have been used. Data have been pro-
vided by the US National Oeanographi Data Center (NODC) of the Na-
tional Oeani and Atmospheri Administration (NOAA) and downloaded via
ftp (data.nod.noaa.gov).
2.2.2 Regional algorithm for hlorophyll
The algorithm developed by Briaud et al. (2002) was applied to standard
NASA Level 3 SeaWiFS produts to ompute regional Chl. This algorithm
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onstitutes an optimization of SeaWiFS standard L3 produts for oligotrophi
Mediterranean waters. It is partiularly useful, ompared to other regional
algorithms, beause it an be retrieved diretly from L3 NASA standard prod-
uts, without involving re-omputation of Chl values from L1 single swaths.
Briaud et al. (2002) showed that the regional algorithm permits to obtain
better estimates of the Chl ontent for oligotrophi waters of the Mediter-
ranean. In fats a systemati error (overestimation) was observed by the Au-
thors in the SeaWiFS standard produts (reproessing 3 and 4) for Mediter-
ranean waters with Chl < 0.4 mgm−3, due to presene of atmospheri aerosols
(mainly desert dust). The Briaud et al. (2002) algorithm partially orrets
this error and redues the values of Chl lower than this threshold, leaving
substantially unhanged larger values.
Following the method of Bos et al. (2004), the regional Chl estimates
(rChl) are diretly derived from the standard (Level2 or Level3) produts by:
rChl = 100.366−3.067ρ+1.930ρ
2+0.649ρ3−1.532ρ4
(2.1)
where ρ is the maximum reetane ratio, given by:
ρ = log10[Rrs(λ)/Rrs(555)] (2.2)
and Rrs(λ) is the highest value between Rrs(443) and Rrs(490).
2.2.3 Chl algorithms validation
However the two hlorophyll (regional and standard) produts have been lo-
ally validated making use of a dataset of in situ hlorophyll measurements
partly overing our area of interest.
For validation purposes we used uorometri hlorophyll onentration val-
ues, derived by alibration of uorometer with bottle measurements of hloro-
phyll onentration, olleted during two oeanographi ruises in spring and
autumn 2001 (Medgoos-2 and Medgoos-3, respetively).
In Fig. 2.1 the distribution of the 39 validation points is shown.
Methods applied for bottle Chl measurements are explained in details in
Chapter 3. The Chlm, the mean hlorophyll onentration into the penetration
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Figure 2.1: Distribution of Chl validation data
depth (Zpd), is omputed to be ompared with satellite retrievals and is given
by:
Chlm =
∫ Zpd
0
Chl(z) exp(−2Kz) dz∫ Zpd
0
exp(−2Kz) dz
(2.3)
where Kz is the attenuation oeient of light at depth z.
Zpd values are empirially derived from the K490 parameter, whih is the
attenuation oeient of the light at λ = K490, using the following parameter-
ization:
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Zpd =
1
K490
(2.4)
The satellite data used for validation purposes are Level 2 SeaWiFS Chl
images (single swaths) overpassing the sampling point the same day of the
water samples. A box of 3x3 pixels of satellite Chl have been averaged for
eah single sample, and the mean value has been alulated to ompare it with
the bottle measurement, in order to redue time/spae mismathing problems.
Satellite Chl values are therefore transformed using the regional algorithm.
The performanes of both global and regional produts in reproduing the
"real" values have been tested.
The validation is performed by linear regression of satellite (Chl and rChl)
with in situ data. The r2 value is used as prinipal indiator of the skill
of satellite produts to reprodue in situ measurements. Additionally two
statistis of the goodness of the tting are omputed to give a more omplete
piture of the skill sore of the global and regional produts. They are the
root mean square (RMS) and the mean relative perentage dierene (RPD),
dened as reported by Volpe et al. (2007).
The RMS indiates the spread of the data as ompared to the best agree-
ment, and is given by:
RMS =
√√√√√
N∑
i=1
(Chli − Chlmi)2
N
(2.5)
The RPD gives the unertainty as funtion of the Chlorophyll value, and
is given by:
RPD =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(Chli − Chlmi)
Chlmi
100 (2.6)
The regional Chl algorithm showed better performanes than the standard
one using our validation dataset. In Fig. 2.2 the two datasets of satellite
Chl, regional and standard, are linearly regressed with in situ data obtaining
respetively a r2 of 0.8 and 0.75.
The RPD values are −24.8 for the regional and 37.3 for the standard prod-
uts while the RMS are 0.033 and 0.045, respetively. Therefore, for all the
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Figure 2.2: Regression of regional (red line) and global (blu line) satellite
hlorophyll data with in situ measurements. Regional algorithm shows better
performanes.
three skill sores, the regional algorithm showed better performanes than the
standard one.
2.2.4 Vertially Generalized Prodution Model
The estimates of PP have been obtained through the Vertially Generalized
Prodution Model (VGPM) developed by Behrenfeld and Falkowski (1997b),
and following modiations suggested by Kameda and Ishizaka (2005) on-
erning the PBopt parameter modellization.
As mentioned in the introdution, all the parameters required by the VGPM
model an be obtained, diretly or indiretly, by remote sensing: Chlorophyll-a
(Chl), Photosyntetially Available Radiation (PAR), Sea Surfae Temperature
(SST) and the euphoti depth Zeu.
The main equation of the VGPM is:
PPeu = Chl ZeuDLP
B
opt (0.066125
PAR
PAR + 4.1
) (2.7)
where DL is the daylength analytially omputed for the 15th of eah month,
the euphoti depth Zeu is derived from the Chl following Morel and Andrè
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(1991) and PBoptk, modellized following Kameda and Ishizaka (2005), is:
PBoptk =
0.071T − 3.2 10−3 T 2 + 3.0 10−5 T 3
Chl
+
+ (1.0 + 0.17T − 2.5 10−3 T 2 − 8.0 10−5 T 3) (2.8)
while the lassial PBopt model of (Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997b) is:
PBopt = −3.27 10
−8 T 7 + 3.4132 10−6 T 6 − 1.348 10−4 T 5 + 2.462 10−3 T 4 −
−0.0205T 3 + 0.0617T 2 + 0.2749T + 1.2956 (2.9)
Four dierent setups of the VGPM have been ompared in order to under-
stand the eets of the use of rChl and of the two dierent parameterizations
of PBopt:
• A) Classial VGPM with standard Chl SeaWiFS produts
• B) Classial VGPM with regional Chl alulated by means of a regional
algorithm for Mediterranean proposed by Briaud et al. (2002)
• C) VGPM with PBopt modelled as in Kameda and Ishizaka (2005, V GPMk
and PBoptk) and Chl standard produt
• D) V GPMk with regional Chl
It is obvious that the VGPM setups using regional algorithm (rChl) produe
lower estimates of PPeu (holding P
B
opt onstant) than using the standard Chl
produts, although these dierenes are quantitatively small in perentage
terms (less than 5%). Should be notied that the eets of the two dierent
satellite Chl on PPeu estimates also depend on the P
B
opt modellization. In
V GPMk, where P
B
optk is funtion of both Chl and SST, the eet of the use
of regional Chl is weaker (the monthly-averaged value of PP is redued by 5%
over the 1997-2007 period) than when using lassial VGPM, where PBopt is
only funtion of SST (monthly-average of PP is redued by 15% over the same
period).
From the omparison, the two models of PBopt used in VGPM and V GPMk
(A vs C and B vs D) show larger dierenes than only hanging the Chl
algorithm (regional or standard). The lassial modellization of PBopt, funtion
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of temperature, produes higher annual estimates of PP than the V GPMk,
where PBoptk is funtion of the temperature and of the Chl.
The Kameda and Ishizaka (2005) PBoptk model has been developed by the
authors assuming a shemati two-sized phytoplankton ommunity; it is also
assumed, in aordane with literature, that big-size phytoplankton predomi-
nates at lower biomass and small-size individuals predominate at high biomass.
Unpublished data (Polonelli et al., PhD thesis) shows that this shemati de-
sription of the phytoplankton ommunity an be roughly adopted also in
the APB, justifying the hoie of the PBoptk modellization. However Kameda
and Ishizaka (2005) showed that the improved estimates of PBoptk and PP of
V GPMk are obtained for meso-eutrophi waters (Chl > 0.1mg/m
2
) while
for oligotrophi waters (less than 0.1mg/m2) the lassial VGPM gives better
results.
For these reasons, we adopted a hybrid version of VGPM by applying the
Kameda and Ishizaka (2005) PBoptk model for Chl onentrations higher than
0.1mg/m2, and the lassial one (Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997b) for lower
onentrations. The Chl retrieved through the regional algorithm was used
in the model, thanks to its better tting with the in situ data. Thanks to
its better tting with in situ data, the Chl retrieved through the regional
algorithm was used in our setup.
2.2.5 Data analysis
Empirial Orthogonal Funtions (EOF) deomposition has been applied to the
V GPMk results to deompose the variability of the PPeu dataset into orthogo-
nal (unorrelated) modes of variability. These modes of variability, here rapre-
sented by maps of loadings, are physially interpreted together with the related
time-expansion oeients, or Prinipal Components (PCs), as explained in
details in Chapter 1. The PCs suggest the temporal behaviour of the related
EOF modes. The visual interpretation of the modes of variability is nees-
sary beause of EOF method an potentially produe physially-inonsistent
results, espeially for the highest-order modes. A perentage of total variane
explained is assoiated to eah mode of variability. For a detailed desription
of the EOF deomposition method, and equations, please see Preisendorfer
(1988). Seasonal, interannual and spatial variability of PP is therefore de-
pited for the ten years period 1997-2007.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Annual budgets of PP
The limatologial PPeu map alulated through V GPMk and averaged over
the 1998-2006 period is shown in Fig. 2.3, while the time series of annual bud-
gets is shown in Fig. 2.4. Annual PPeu values are expressed in gCm
−2year−1.
The highest values of primary prodution in Fig. 2.3 are reahed in the shallow
waters of the Gulf of Lyon, a well known area where wind indued oastal up-
welling and river runo ontribute to the exeptionally high values of biomass
and primary prodution. However the estimates of biomass and PP in suh
oastal area are potentially laking of auray (with an order of 2 for biomass)
beause of the high ontent of Colored Dissolved Organi Matter (CDOM). For
this reason, and onsistent with the paper purposes, we will onentrate on the
basin and regional sale PP. The main feature an be observed at these sales
is the high PP value assoiated to the so alled MEDOC area (MEDOC group,
1969), whih involves the Ligurian Sea and the Provençal Basin. The southern
limit of this area is the Baleari Front, at about 41◦ N. Here the annual primary
prodution ranges between 150 and 180 gCm−2year−1. South of 41◦ N the val-
ues dereases and the area between 39 and 40◦ N shows the lowest prodution
of the whole domain, about 130 gCm−2year−1. Close to the Algerian oast the
values inrease again (140 to 160 gCm−2year−1). This southern area results
to be under the inferene of the MAW ow and of the Algerian Current whih
ontributes to enhane the produtivity along the oast. The time-series
of annual PP averaged over the domain (Fig. 2.4) shows a marked interan-
nual variability: the minimum reahed in 2003 is partiularly evident with an
after-eet in 2004 (when the seondary minimum of the series is reorded).
Annual budgets (1998-2006) range between about 127gCm−2year−1 in 2003
and 151gCm−2year−1, with an average of 142gCm−2year−1 (standard devia-
tion σ of 6.7gCm−2year−1).
The annual values omputed with V GPM are in good aordane with
those alulated for the 1998-2001 period over the whole Western Mediter-
ranean Sea (163gCm−2year−1) by Bos et al. (2004) whih used the light-
photosynthesis model of Morel and Andrè (1991). The same study estimated
annual values of about 153gCm−2year−1 for the entral part of APB, where
we estimated averaged values a little lower (about 140gCm−2year−1) for the
same period and area. Other satellite estimates of the Mediterranean PPeu
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Figure 2.3: Annual PPeu (1998-2006 limatology)
have been provided by Antoine et al. (1996), that alulated an averaged value
of 197gCm−2year−1 for the Western Basin over the period 1978-1981 using
CZCS data and the same algorithm used by Bos et al. (2004). As stated by
Bos et al. (2004) it is hard to understand if the dierenes in the budgets of
these two previous study are due to an atual drift or to an improvement of the
quality of the satellite dataset (radiometri resolution; simultaneity of PAR,
SST and Chl observations; development of regional Chl algorithms). However,
we onsider the study of Bos et al. (2004) as the main term of omparison also
beause its period of investigation is partially superimposed with the present
study.
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Figure 2.4: Annual budgets of PPeu (1999-2006)
2.3.2 Seasonal and interannual variability
The time series of monthly PP expressed as mgCm−2day−1 from September
1997 to June 2007 is shown in Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Monthly time series of PP
Monthly values range between 188 and 704mgCm−2day−1 with a standard
deviation σ of 108 mgCm−2day−1. The seasonal yle learly dominates the
variability of PP in the basin and stritly reets timewise variations in biomass
(with Chl as proxy for biomass, not shown). Espeially the timing of the bloom
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of MEDOC area seems to inuene the relative maxima of the monthly series
of PP. There is also an evident interannual variability superimposed on the
seasonal one. The maximum of the monthly series in reorded in 2005, mainly
due to an exeptionally intense bloom ourred in the MEDOC area in that
year. The minima of PPeu are loated in summer or autumn, depending on
the year (funtion of the balane between lower biomass, dereased eieny
in summer and the signiatively shortened daylength of autumn), with an
absolute minimum in late-summer 2003 of 188mgCm−2day−1. This signal is
probably related to the heatwave of summer 2003, whih aused an anomaly
of SST up to 4
◦
C in North-Western Mediterranean (Marullo and Guarraino,
2003), and also aeted surfae dynamis in the entral Mediterranean (Olita
et al., 2007). This inrease in temperatures strongly aets the PBopt parameter
whih dereases for values of SST larger than 20
◦
C.
A multivariate analysis of model output has been applied, to better un-
derstand seasonal and interannual variability of PPeu. As stated above, the
dataset variability has been deomposed using EOFs. Only the rst three EOF
modes have been onsidered, aounting for about 85% of total variane.
The rst EOF mode (EOF1, Fig.2.6) explains about 68% of variane with
the highest loadings (strongest signal) in the MEDOC area: this mode there-
fore learly separates the seasonal bloom ourring in the North-Western Mediter-
ranean. It is also interesting to note that part of the interannual variations are
still retained in this mode of variability, suggesting that they mathes the main
seasonal variations of this mode of variability in time and spae. So, it seems
that the anomaly of summer 2003 is also inluded in the EOF1 (see PC1 in top
panel of Fig. 2.9) beause of its synhroniity with the usual summer-autumn
minima of PP, even if the value of this 2003 minimum is largely lower than in
other years (with a residual from the mean of 204mgCm−2day−1).
As for Chl (see Chapter 1, the loadings of the rst mode for PPeu are in
phase over the whole domain, meaning that the seasonal variations related to
this mode are synhronous even if haraterized by dierent magnitudes. On
the ontrary a phase opposition of the loadings of EOF2 is shown in Fig. 2.7.
This seond orthogonal mode explains about 13% of variane and is hara-
terized by the signal of the weak winter bloom along the AC path, as shown in
Chapter 1. The seasonality of this signal seems to be related to the seasonal
yle of MAW ow, whih inreases in winter. The entral panel of Fig. 2.9
shows the PC2, where the seasonal yle of this mode is learly visible, with
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Figure 2.6: EOF-1 of PP. About the 68% of variane is explained by this mode
of variability
its winter-time peaks.
EOF3, aounting for the 3% of total variane, shows patterns whih an be
brought bak to anomalies in the strength and loation of the MEDOC spring
bloom in the LPB (Fig. 2.8), as observed by Bos (2002). In fat this mode
shows positive loadings of PPeu loated in the north-eastern part of the basin,
lose to the Sardinia and Corsia islands. Timewise these two maxima are
indentied by PC3 (bottom panel of Fig. 2.9) whih loalizes them in spring
1999 and 2005, respetively.
This two interannual events ertainly ontribute to explain the maximum
of annual PPeu reahed in 1999 and the seondary maximum in 2005 we have
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Figure 2.7: EOF-2 of PP. 13% of variane is explained by this mode, showing
a seasonal behaviour
seen in annual budgets and in monthly time series.
2.4 Disussion
In this hapter the primary prodution of the APB over a deade has been
estimated and analyzed. Partiularly, we used a satellite based model to esti-
mate the primary prodution integrated over the euphoti layer, PPeu. To do
this, we made use of the Vertially Generalized Prodution Model (VGPM)
developed by Behrenfeld and Falkowski (1997b), adopting the modiations
proposed by Kameda and Ishizaka (2005), onerning the parameterization of
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Figure 2.8: EOF-3 of PP. 0.6% of variane is explained by this EOF, related
to interannual variability patterns
PBopt (the maximum prodution per unit of hlorophyll). In this form P
B
opt is
funtion both of SST and Chl. We ompared dierent setups of the model
using dierent parameterization of PBopt and dierent Chl estimates. In fats
we tested the model either using the Chl Seawifs NASA standard produts
and the regional Chl diretly obtained from standard produts through the
algorithm developed by Briaud et al. (2002). Through these dierent setups
of the model, we observed its dierent sensitivities due to the variation of the
PBopt and Chl parameters. The model proved to be more sensitive to P
B
opt vari-
ations than to the use of dierent Chl estimates. The nal setup of VGPM for
our study of variability the parameterization of PBopt of Kameda and Ishizaka
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Figure 2.9: Top to bottom, PC-1, 2 and 3 of PP dataset
(2005) for Chl higher than 0.1mg/m3 and the lassial parameterization for
lower values. We used the regional Chl whih, as in Bos et al. (2004), better
reprodues Mediterranean Chl onentrations in oligotrophi onditions and
moreover showed a better tting with our in situ dataset, ompared to the
standard SeaWiFS produt.
The basin averaged values we found (9-years average is ∼ 142gCm−2year−1
with a σ of 6.7gCm−2year−1) are quite in good aordane with the values
previously estimated by other authors (Antoine et al., 1996; Estrada, 1996;
Bos et al., 2004) for the western Mediterranean, with a marked interannual
variability. No evident trends, neither negative nor positive, have been found
in terms of annual budgets. The deadal monthly time series show peaks
in 1999 and 2005 whih are due, as observed by the EOF deomposition, to
anomalous intensity of the spring bloom in the MEDOC area. In partiular
EOF-3 mode suggests that the 1999 and 2005 spring maxima ould be related
to the eastward and southward expansion of the spring-bloom area. This
extension, mainly ourring in Marh, is probably due to the strong winds
reorded also by Bos et al. (2004) for the year 1999, whih ontributed to
the eastward and southward displaement of the BF, and to an exeptionally
strong mixing of upper layers in the northern area.
It is also noteworthy the strong anomaly of the 2003 when the lowest pri-
mary prodution over the deade has been reorded. This minimum is related
to extremely low values of Chl and to a maximum in SST, as we have seen in
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Chapter 1, both having a negative impat on the PBopt parameter and therefore
on the primary prodution itself. We remind that exeptional SST values are
due to the summer heatwave event whih stroke western ontinental Europe
and the Mediterranean sea in 2003 (Blak et al., 2004). The absolute minimum
of monthly PPeu is reahed in summer 2003 with a value of 188mgCm
−2day−1.
This event however has not been separated through the EOF analysis in a dif-
ferent mode of variability, but is inluded as an osillation in amplitude of the
rst mode, whih is related to the seasonal variability of the basin enlosing al-
most 65% of the total variane of PPeu dataset. Gomez and Souissi (2008), for
the North Eastern English hannel, did not nd any partiular signature of the
2003 heatwave on annual phytoplanktoni primary prodution, guessing that
this was beause the summer generally is haraterized by a low phytoplank-
toni biomass. On the ontrary we found, in our study area, that the impat of
the heatwave on the annual budgets is really evident notwithstanding the low
biomass of the summer period. We guess that, nevertheless the low biomass,
the summer (in our study area) is haraterized by higher PAR and daylength
than during other periods of the year, so that the daily prodution remains
quite high even in summer. The method we adopted proved to be suitable to
investigate the seasonal and interannual variability of the PP at basin sales,
and to loalize anomalous events. The VGPM setup we adopted showed its
aordability in estimating PP, with values omparable to the literature.
Chapter 3
Mesosale eddies and hlorophyll
distribution in the Sardinian Sea
3.1 Introdution
Many authors showed in the last 20 years that mesosale eddies inuene,
through several mehanisms, the primary prodution and/or the hlorophyll
onentration and distribution in the pelagi domain (e.g. Yentsh and Phin-
ney, 1985; MGilliuddy et al., 1998; Martin and Rihards, 2001; Moran et al.,
2001; Martin, 2003; Taupier-Letage et al., 2003; Martin, 2003; MGilliuddy
et al., 2007).
The Sardinian Sea (SaS), loated in the eastern part of the Algero-Provençal
basin along the western Sardinian oast, is strongly interested by the presene
of mesosale features, partiularly antyiloni eddies as stated by Ribotti et al.
(2004). The eddies of the SaS an have dierent origin. They an be AEs (An-
tiyloni Algerian Eddies) detathing from the Algerian urrent as desribed
by Puillat et al. (2002).The AEs an approah the Sardinian oast several times
during their lifetime. The eddies an also be shorter-life and loally-formed
eddies generated, for example, from the Baleari Front area with mehanisms
whih are still not deeply understood (Fuda et al., 2000).
The main objetive of this hapter is to understand how these eddies, and
other mesosale proesses and features, infer on the phytoplanktoni distribu-
tion of the Sardinan Sea. The knowledge of the relationships between mesosale
strutures and phytoplaktoni biomass distribution may substantially help to
interpret and explain the ndings and the bio-physial harateristis we have
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seen in the previous hapters, onerning the bio-physial variability at wider
sales.
To do this, a set of hydrologial and uorometri in situ data, olleted
during two oeanographi ruises with a mesosale resolving sampling strategy
onduted in 2001 and 2002 in the Sardinian Sea and Sardinia Channel (SaC,
loated between Sardinia and Afrian oast), has been analysed.
3.2 Methods
The two oeanographi ruises are named MedGOOS-2 and MedGOOS-4, re-
spetively onduted in Marh 2001 and May 2002 on board the R/V Urania.
In Tab. 3.2 the geographi boundaries, the period and the number of asts for
the two ruises are indiated.
Table 3.1: Period and area sampled during the two ruises
Cruise Lat Lon Casts Date
MedGOOS-2 38
◦
 41.5
◦
N 7.5
◦
 9
◦
E 66 23 Mar - 3 Apr 2001
MedGOOS-4 38
◦
 41.5
◦
N 7.5
◦
 9
◦
E 62 10 - 18 May 2002
The ruises have been onduted on a large aross-shelf area, enomprising
the whole length of the western Sardinian oast and part of the Sardinian
Channel (Fig. 3.1). The sampling area, for both the ruises, was overed by
a grid of about 1/4
◦
of resolution in latitude and longitude. The sampling
resolution was inreased in front of the Gulf of Oristano (entra-western oast
of Sardinia), lose to the oast at about 40
◦
N.
3.2.1 Hydrologial measures and water samples
Proles of potential temperature, salinity and density have been obtained by
a SBE 911 plus CTD used on the hydrographi stations. SBE-3/F (tempera-
ture), SBE-4 (ondutivity), 4000 Digiquarz (pressure), and SBE-13 (oxygen)
sensors were installed on the probe. The hlorophyll uoresene was mea-
sured by means of a Seateh 90S uorometer onneted to the SBE arousel.
Data were arhived, proessed and redued using SeaSoft vers. 5.26.
Fig. 3.1 shows the sampling points of the two ruises and the loation
of the transets along whih the vertial setions have been analysed. The
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longitudinal position of the three meridional transets is the same for the two
ruises. The transets are, inshore to oshore, T1, T2 and T3, respetively.
Figure 3.1: Sampling sheme of MedGOOS-2 (left) and MedGOOS-4. The
transets along whih vertial setions have been odued, are also indiated.
A standard G.O. 1016I, 10 lt 24 Niskin bottle arousel was used for the
water sampling. In a redued subset of stations, 38 for MedGOOS-2 and 40
for MedGOOS-4, at xed depths and in orrespondene of the DCM (Deep
Chlorophyll Maximum) and DSM (Deep Salinity Maximum), the samples for
photosyntheti pigments were olleted. For pigments extration, a water sam-
ple of 4dm3 was ltered through Whatman GF/F lters (47mm) using a glass
in-line lter holders and a vauum pump. Filters, immediately plaed in ae-
tone for hlorophyll-a extration, have been stored until on-shore analysis a-
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ording to the general proedures of Lazzara et al. (1990). The uoresene
of these pigments was measured, before and after aidiation with HCl, by a
Perkin-Elmer LS 5B spetrouorometer (exitation at 430nm and emission at
671nm), following the method of Holm-Hansen et al. (1965). The hlorophyll-a
onentrations have been used to alibrate the Seateh 90S uoresene data
olleted on eld by means of linear regression. Hereafter in the hapter when
we use Chlf, we indiate the uorometrially derived hlorophyll-a onentra-
tion.
3.2.2 Satellite Data
As previously mentioned, the SaS is dominated by mesosale features, in par-
tiular antiyloni eddies whih in some season have stronger signature in
salinity than in temperature (Ribotti et al., 2004). In fats, the ore of the
antiyloni eddies of Atlanti origin is often well identied by a minimum of
salinity. On the ontrary, in some periods, the horizontal temperature gradi-
ent is very low, and the thermi signature of the AC and of the AEs is hardly
detetable. For this reasons, the use of remotely- sensed SST does not permit,
in some ases, to learly identify the oeanographi mesosale strutures.
We observed that, in the SaS and in spring period, the Oean Color imagery
an be used to better identie these mesosale strutures. The analysis of
the orrelation between hlorophyll and salinity (good indiator of mesosale
features of the area, as stated above), statistially onrms (see Setion 3.3) the
reliability of the relationship existing between the Oean Color features and the
hydrodynamis in the area. For this purpose Level-2 SeaWiFS images (single
swaths) of hlorophyll-a onentration, temporally and spatially mathing the
in situ samplings, have been downloaded and used.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Chlorophyllsalinity orrelation
We analysed the orrelation between salinity, whih at rst approximation
represents a good signature for mesosale strutures (Ribotti et al., 2004), and
the hlorophyll-a onentration, as measured by CTD asts and uorometri
measurements, to justify the use of Oean Color data to detet hydrodynamial
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features.
We disarded from this analysis the asts lose to the oast. In fats in
oastal areas the Chlf onentration may be onditioned by loal-sale phe-
nomena (above all in proximity of small gulfs) whih ould hide the eet of
the mesosale features.
We build two subsets of asts, in funtion of the observed dierenes in
the stratiation of the water olumn, north and south of a strong salinity
and density front loated at about 40.5◦ N. In this way we separated the
norhtern zone with the deeper and well formed mixed layer from the southern
one haraterized by the presene of mesosale eddies and by a well strutured
DCM.
The Mixed Layer Depth (MLD) distribution over the domain has been
obtained alulating the MLD for eah station and then interpolating MLD
values on a regular grid. Here we used the denition of Sprintall and Tomzak
(1993) of MLD, i.e. the depth at whih the ∆σθ, referred to the surfae density
value, is equal to −0.2.
The map of Fig. 3.2 learly shows two dierent areas in whih MLD is
strongly dierent. The main dierene is between northern and southern areas,
with a frontal zone loated north of A1 eddy (at about 40.5
◦
N).
One identied the subsets of asts, we omputed the Pearson orrelation
oeient (r) between the two variables for eah sub-area separately. The r
oeent may assume values between −1 and +1 and is assoiated to a prob-
ability P value (r is signiant for P < 0.05) whih indiates the probability
that the Null hypothesis (no- orrelation) is true. If the result is signiant
(P < 0.05), low r values indiate antiorrelation, high r value orrelation and
0 value no-orrelation. Vertially the data have been grouped every 10 me-
ters, in order to reah a suient number of observations for eah layer. The
analysis performed on the southern subset shows (Fig. 3.3) that the Chlf is
negatively (r about −0.4) and signiatively (P < 0.05) orrelated to salin-
ity in the upper 30m . Between 30 and 70 meters the orrelation beomes
positive and/or non-signiant, suggesting that at DCM level the hlorophyll
is statistially unorrelated with dynamial features, although the dynamis
modulate the depth of UML and therefore of the DCM itself. Between 70 and
100 meters of depth, the bottom limit of our analysis, the orrelation omes
bak negative and signiant.
A dierent behaviour an be observed analysing the orrelation results
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Figure 3.2: Map of Mixed Layer Depth (MLD). MLD values (meters) for single
stations have been alulated using the ∆σθ riterion of Sprintall and Tomzak
(1993)
for the northern subset. Here the orrelation, always signiant, is strongly
positive in the upper 30 meters (r > 0.7) than derease at +0.3 between 30
and 55m. The deepest (55 to 100m) strata show antiorrelation (r ∼ 0.4 in
average) between the two variables, similar to that observed in the southern
zone.
The orrelation, always signiant for the upper layers for both the subsets,
supports the idea that Oean Color data an be used for the identiation of
mesosale features in this area.
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Figure 3.3: Chlorophyll-salinity orrelation proles (left) and orrespondent P
value (right) for the two zones, north (blue) and south (red) of the density
front at 40.5
◦
N
3.3.2 Marh 2001: hydrology and Chlf distribution
In Fig. 3.4, lokwise from top-left orner the potential temperature, the salin-
ity, the Chlf and the density maps at the surfae (5m) are presented, obtained
horizontally interpolating the values olleted in the asts at 5m depth.
These maps, and espeially the salinity and density elds, suggest the pres-
ene of two mesosale eddies loated south of 40.5◦ N, as reported in previous
hydrologial studies (Puillat et al., 2002; Sorgente et al., 2003; Ribotti et al.,
2004). These eddies are reognised in surfae by quasi-irular isolines having
fresher, lighter and warmer ore. Another smaller sub-mesosale eddy, A3, is
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Figure 3.4: Clokwise from the left-top orner, 5 m maps of: temperature,
salinity, hlorophyll-a and density. The maps are obtained by ubi interpola-
tion on equally spaed grid
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loated loser to the oast, at about 39.6◦ N. The two largest eddies, denom-
inated A1 and A2, have been learly identied by the satellite Oean Color
image (Fig. 3.5). In this image a less lear signature of the smaller oastal
eddy, A3, is visible. The image has been olleted by the SeaWiFS sensor on
31 Marh 2001.
Figure 3.5: The three eddies A1, A2 and A3, found by the analysis of CTD
asts, have been also observed in the Oean Color image.
The northern eddy (A1) is loated o-shore, between 39.75
◦
N and 40.50
◦
N.
The diameter of this struture is estimated to be about 100 km. At the surfae
the entre of the northern anti-ylone is haraterised by a temperature T >
15.6◦C, salinity S < 37.3 and density σθ < 27.60 (Fig. 3.4).
The southern eddy, A2, is loated at 38.90
◦
N and 7.60
◦
E and extends north-
ward until a latitude of approximately 39.2
◦
N. The ore of A2 is haraterised
by S < 37.2, σθ < 27.45 and T > 15.8◦C. So, A2 is haraterised by lower
salinity and density than A1.
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At the surfae (Fig. 3.4), the Chlf is very low throughout the whole sam-
pling eld (< 0.20mg/m3) with the exeption of two regions. The highest
values (about 0.30mg/m3) are deteted in the south-east limit of the survey
area, entered in the station 86. This area is haraterised by a older, saltier
and denser water, probably due to presene of a oastal upwelling. The other
high-Chlf path is deteted in the northern part of the survey area, not inter-
ested by the eddies, and mainly due to the presene of a thiker UML.
The Chlf map at 30m (Fig. 3.6) presents two intense pathes, having
Chlf > 0.6mg/m3. The rst path is loated at the eastern margin of A2,
within a region of high horizontal salinity and density gradient.
The seond one is loated at the south of the Sardinia Island, in the South-
East limit of the sampling eld (38.9◦ N, 8.5◦ E) deteted also at the sur-
fae (entered over the station 86), onrming that this signal ould be due
to upwelled waters. Relationships between the two pathes of Chlf may be
supposed by onsidering the moderately high values of Chlf in the stations
loated between the two pathes. The vertial setion odued along the di-
agonal transet Td, as dened in Fig.3.1, onrms both the presene of the
oastal upwelling and the link between the two pathes of Chlf at ∼ 30m depth
(Fig. 3.7).
This observation may be helpful, jointly with vertial setions (see below),
to explain the highly dierent Integrated Chlf (Chl-int) distribution, over the
rst 150 m, between A1 and A2 (Fig. 3.8).
In orrespondene of A2 the highest values of Chl-int for the entire sampling
area are observed. Furthermore, the values are espeially higher in the enter
of the antiylone, while A1 shows lower values, mainly distributed at the
margins. We think that the aption of high-nutrients and high-hlorophyll
waters performed by A2 may be the reason of the higher values of Chl-int in
this normally oligotrophi area.
The map at 50m (Fig. 3.9) shows the spatial variability of Chlf at the
DCM level. It presents a ompliate hlorophyll pathiness having Chlf >
0.5mg/m3. In partiular the path with the highest onentration is loated
between the two anti-yloni eddies, A1 and A2.
This area has the typial struture of an upwelling area (although it does
not reah the surfae) with temperature minimum and a relative maximum
of density and salinity. This struture inludes the stations 70 and 71. The
interation of the two eddies, produing this onvergene area, may be the
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Figure 3.6: Marh 2001, lokwise from the left-top orner, 30 m maps of:
temperature, salinity, hlorophyll-a and density. The maps are obtained by
ubi interpolation on equally spaed grid
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Figure 3.7: Marh 2001, vertial setion, between stations 76 and 86 (diagonal
transet Td), identifying the oastal upwelling south of Sardinia. The rise of
isoalines (left) and the onnetion between the two Chlf pathes (right) seen
in the 30m map are evident
ause of this intense hlorophyll path.
At the depth of 80 m the Chlf is, in mean, lower than 50 m with few small
areas having Chlf > 0.5mg/m3. The highest hlorophyll values are deteted
lose to the entre of the two eddies (not shown), beause of the onvergene
of isopynae.
The Chlf and the salinity vertial setions along three meridional transets
T1, T2 and T3 for the upper 150 m are shown in Figs. 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12,
respetively.
The analysis of the features along the transet T1 evidenes the typial
vertial struture of an antiylone in the northern area (Fig. 3.10). This
signal is probably due to the northern elongation of A1. The struture of
eddie A2 an be reognised in the left part of the plots. The transet just
overs the peripheri area of A2 eddy. In this region we an see the path of
the highest values of Chlf along the traset, preisely at about 30-40 meters of
depth. Suh a path is probably aused by the entrapement of upwelled and
rih waters from the SaC area, as we have also observed through Fig. 3.7. It is
also evident the modulation of the UML and of the DCM aused by the eddy,
and the distribution of the Chlf in the periphery along iso-lines, due to the
eet of the isopynal mixing.
The border of the eddy A1 is deteted in the entral transet T2 (Fig. 3.11).
The eddy A2 is rossed by the southern part of T2. In this ase the transet
uts-o the ore of the struture. The lassial vertial modulation of the
DCM performed by the eddy an be seen, deeper in the enter than at the
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Figure 3.8: Marh 2001, Integrated hlorophyll in the upper 150 m
border, as well as a moderate onentration of hlorophyll in the upper layers
at ∼ 30m of depth. Again, this last an be due to the entrapement of riher
upwelled oastal waters whih, one aptured by the eddy, are adveted to its
entral area by onverene.
The eet of the anti-ylone on spatial distribution of hlorophyll is well
lear in the oshore transet T3 that uts aross the ore of A1 (Fig. 3.12). The
rotational fores aet the vertial distribution of isolines between stations 71
to 111. The entral sinking of the antiylone is well visible below 50m depth.
In this ase the hlorophyll is lassially distributed in a single and well dened
DCM, more intense and shallower at the borders, deeper and weaker in the
enter of the struture. The path with the highest onentration is loated in
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Figure 3.9: Marh 2001, lokwise from the left-top orner, 50m (DCM depth)
maps of: temperature, salinity, hlorophyll-a and density. The maps are ob-
tained by ubi interpolation on equally spaed grid
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Figure 3.10: Marh 2001, salinity (left) and hlorophyll setions along transet
T1. Salinity is expressed in psu and hlorophyll-a in mg/m3
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Figure 3.11: Marh 2001, salinity (left) and hlorophyll setions along transet
T2. Salinity is expressed in psu and hlorophyll-a in mg/m3
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Figure 3.12: Marh 2001, salinity (left) and hlorophyll setions along transet
T3. Salinity is expressed in psu and hlorophyll-a in mg/m3
the southern part of the eddie, in orrespondene of a dome of isolines. This is
probably due to the proximity of A1 and A2, whose interation enhanes the
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rise of rih waters ontributing to the formation of this high Chlf path. In
the northern area, above ∼40.5
◦
N the surfae layers, down to about 70m, are
well mixed and the hlorophyll-a is distributed in a more uniform way, whih
does not show any DCM struture beause of the stronger surfae mixing (see
right side in Fig. 3.12). The wider UML of this northern area is learly visible
also in Fig. 3.2.
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3.3.3 May 2002: hydrology and Chlf distribution
During the ruise onduted in May 2002, at the surfae (Fig. 3.13) the
Chlf eld shows lower values than in Marh 2001 during the MedGOOS-2
(Chlf<0.18mg/m3). The surfae hydrologial elds of Fig. 3.13 learly show
the signature (espeially in salinity) of an antyiloni eddy, as in Ribotti
et al. (2004), loalized at about 40.2◦N and 7.5◦E. This northern eddy (A4)
is loated almost in the same position of A1, a little loser to the oast and
partially interesting the ontinental shelf. Possible signatures of other antiy-
lones (low surfae salinities, harateristi slope of isolines) are also deteted
in the southern part of the sampled domain, but it is hard to understand the
size and the position of these antiylones without onsidering satellite and
vertial setions along the three meridional transets.
The Chlf and the salinity vertial setions along three meridional transets
T1, T2 and T3 for the upper 150 m are shown in Figs. 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16,
respetively.
In the vertial setions onduted along eah meridional transet (T1, T2
and T3) the footprint of eddy A4 north of ∼ 40◦N is learly detetable (in
salinity). The signature of other antiyloni strutures in the southern part
of the sampling eld is also lear, by onsidering the harateristi slope of
isoalines. The satellite image of Fig. 3.17 (SeaWiFS image of May 15 2002)
suggests that the salinity signal and the onvergene of isoalines observed in
the southern area are due to two distint antiyloni eddies, A5 and A6, that
are sampled by the CTD asts only at their boundaries. T3 and T2 meridional
transets interept A5 on its western margin. A5 eddy ould be dened an
open sea eddy [as dened by Puillat et al. (2002)℄ onsidering its position
and size. T1 transet, loser to the oast, interepts only the very external
northern border of A6, whih, from satellite, appears a wide struture (more
than 150km of diameter) still onneted to the AC ow.
The hlorophyll distribution along the three setions is pathy and appears
deeply modulated and inuened by the antiylones. In T1 transet, whih
uts aross the eastern periphery of the eddy just above the ontinental shelf,
the highest values of Chlf (∼ 0.8mg/m3) are reahed at the margins of the
eddy, espeially at its southern boundary, at ∼ 70m depth. The two high-
Chlf pathes shown in T1 (Fig. 3.14) are loated where the isoalines have the
strongest slope. The signal, in Chlf and salinity, of the boundary of A6 eddy
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Figure 3.13: May 2002, lokwise from the left-top orner, 5m maps of: tem-
perature, salinity, hlorophyll-a and density. The maps are obtained by ubi
interpolation on equally spaed grid
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Figure 3.14: May 2002, salinity (left) and hlorophyll setions along transet
T1. Salinity is expressed in psu and hlorophyll-a in mg/m3
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Figure 3.15: May 2002, salinity (left) and hlorophyll setions along transet
T2. Salinity is expressed in psu and hlorophyll-a in mg/m3
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Figure 3.16: May 2002, salinity (left) and hlorophyll setions along transet
T3. Salinity is expressed in psu and hlorophyll-a in mg/m3
is also evident (left side of the plots), with the sinking of the DCM aused
by deepening of UML and a orrespondent moderate inrease, in respet to
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the sourrounding points, of Chlf. The T2 transet (Fig. 3.15) passes through
the enter of A4 and touh the eastern margin of A5. The highest values
(∼ 0.8mg/m3) are found, as in T1, in areas where the slope of isolines is
maximum, at DCM depth. T3 rosses the western margin of A4 and the
peripheral eastern area of A5. One again near to the zone with the largest
slope of the isoalines of A5, the highest hlorophyll path is found.
Figure 3.17: The antiyloni eddies A4, A5 and A6 are indiated in the Oean
Color image (May 25 2002).
The Chlf map at 30m (Fig. 3.18) show generally low values of Chlf (less
than 0.15mg/m3). The two pathes with highest are not related to the ation
of mesosale eddies, but are due to loal oastal upwelling events ourring in
the SW of the Sardinia.
The horizontal map at DCM level (Fig. 3.19), onrms the hypotesis that
at this level the Chlf is distributed along the isolines whih are onvergent
towards the enter of the antiylone. This is evident above all for A4.
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Figure 3.18: May 2002, lokwise from the left-top orner, 30m maps of: tem-
perature, salinity, hlorophyll-a and density. The maps are obtained by ubi
interpolation on equally spaed grid
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Figure 3.19: May 2002, lokwise from the left-top orner, 70m (DCM depth)
maps of: temperature, salinity, hlorophyll-a and density. The maps are ob-
tained by ubi interpolation on equally spaed grid
The map of integrated hlorophyll over the upper 150m (Fig. 3.20) well
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resumes the partial informations about Chlf pathiness and distribution de-
dued by horizontal maps and vertial setions we have seen. The highest
values (36mg/m2) of integrated Chlf are reahed on the eastern boundary of
A4, where the eddy iterat with the ontinental shelf.
Figure 3.20: May 2002, integrated hlorophyll in the upper 150 m
3.4 Disussion
The measurements learly show that the SaS dynamis are dominated by
mesosale eddies, as previously seen by other authors (Ribotti et al., 2004),
whih potentially infer on hlorophyll distribution. During MedGOOS-2 (Marh
2001), two mesosale antiyloni eddies have been deteted in the survey area,
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A1 and A2, while a smaller one, whih an be lassied as sub-mesosale eddie
(A3) has been observed lose to the Sardinian oast. The three eddies in 2001,
over the main part of the surveyed area south of 40.5
◦
N. During MedGOOS-4,
in may of 2002, two mesosale eddies (A4 and A5) have been identied almost
in the same position than the previous year, with the northern one partly in-
teresting the ontinental shelf. An antiyloni eddy, A6, still onneted to
the AC ow, was marginally interepted by the samplings. The loalization
and identiation of all these eddies has been possible thorugh the synergisti
use of in situ and satellite data.
In Marh 2001, the salinity values at the surfae seem to indiate that
A2 is younger than A1, if we onsider the same Algerian origin for both.
However it was not possible to diretly determine if A1 and A2 eddies are
properly Algerian antiyloni Eddies (AEs, millot sensu) or Frontal Eddies
as desribed by Fuda et al. (2000). We tried to trak A1 and A2 with weekly
satellite altimetri maps of SLA, but they resulted out of the limits of the
sensor apabilities beause of their proximity to the oast and/or ause of their
redued life-time. However we speulate that A1, due to its position and size,
might atually be a Frontal Eddy (FE). Conerning the MedGOOS-4 ruise,
we observed that A4 shoud have the same origin of A1, onsidering that it has
the same position (a little loser to the oast) and size. It is noteworthy that,
as learly visible by satellite imagery, both A1 and A4 seem part of a oupled
ylone/antiylone system. In fats a yloni eddie is visible for both the
A1 and A4 at their western side. On the ontrary the Algerian origin of A6 is
lear, beause of its onnetion with the AC, as proved by the SeaWiFS image.
In all the ases (FEs or AEs) the ore of these eddies is identied by fresher
and less dense water. The salinity and density progressively inrease from the
entre to the periphery, as desribed in Ribotti et al. (2004). The margins of
these eddies, espeially in this period of the year, are not easily identied in
temperature due to the low horizontal thermi gradients at the surfae. For
this reason the eddies show a stronger signature in Oean Color satellite data,
used to support the in situ measurements, than in SST satellite images. The
hlorophyll proved (by means of the Chlf-salinity orrelation) to be a good
indiator for the identiation of the eddies in the Sardinian Sea.
In Marh 2001, at rst approximation, we distinguished two dierent areas,
north and south of ∼ 40.5◦ N, where we identied a well dened frontal stru-
ture (in salinity and density) separating the waters of Atlanti origin from
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loal saltier waters of the northern zone, also haraterized by a wider UML.
This front an be onsidered the eastern elongation of the Baleari Front. The
two zones are haraterized by two dierent proles of orrelation between
Chlf and Salinity (Fig. 3.3), and an be easily identied observing the MLD
map (Fig. 3.2) and the surfae hydrology maps (Fig. 3.4). In the southern
zone antiorrelation at the surfae is shown. In this area, whih enloses the
three antyiloni eddies, the surfae layer has higher algal biomass in or-
rispondene of the enter of the eddies. The relatively higher Chlf may be due
to the o-shore advetion of phytoplaktoni biomass from oastal zone per-
formed by the eddies, as observed in south-western area. On the ontrary, in
the northern zone Chlf and salinity are positively orrelated from surfae down
to 60 − 70m. Here we an note the absene of a DCM, due to the presene
of a deeper UML. The orrelation tell us that areas with higher salinity have
higher hlorophyll, probably due to the eet of upwelled waters determined
by yloni irulation. An interesting intense path of Chlf has been deteted,
at about 30 − 50m depth, in orrespondene of the area of interation of A1
and A2, produing a well dened dome of the isopynae, with a onsequent
rise of nutrient-rih waters up to the photi layers. This iteration of the two
eddies reated the most intense path of Chlf. Big dierenes between A1 and
A2 have been evidened in terms of integrated Chl. The southern A2 resulted
riher than A1 in integrated Chlf. This an be due to the entrapement of
algal biomass from the south-west Sardinia, were a oastal upwelling has been
deteted.
During the 2002 ruise, the DCM along the three meridional transets is
deeper (∼ 60−70m vs ∼ 40−50m) than in Marh 2001. This is beause of the
inreased stratiation of this period of the year, whih in turn determines a
omplete depletion of nutrients (injeted at the surfae during winter mixing)
in the surfae layers. The integrated hlorophyll map shows the highest values
in orrespondene of the eastern margin of A4, where the eddy interat with
the ontinental shelf. In this area, as seen by the plots of the T1 transet,
the strong slope of the isopynae ontributes to the rise of rih-waters from
the depth of ∼ 120m to teh photi layer, determining the formation of these
high-hlorophyll pathes.
So, results suggest that the algal biomass distribution in the Sardinian Sea
is stritly related to mesosale eddies as presumed. The eddies seem to enhane
the onentration proesses and in some ases the prodution of phytoplakton
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by means of dierent mehanisms. The interation of the eddies with ontinen-
tal shelf (as for A4) may determine the diret aption of nutrients rih-waters
from deep layer and their rising to euphoti layer. Furthermore, when the
eddies get lose to the oast (as for A2), they may apture the algal biomass
loally produed by oastal upwelling, transporting it o-shore by advetion.
Finally we observed that the interation between two antiyloni eddies (A1
and A2), suiently lose eah other, may ause pronouned domes of isopy-
nae and strong divergene at the surfae, whih fore the rise of biomass rih
waters from DCM to upper layers.
Therefore it is proved that the mesosale antiyloni eddies are one of the
main drivers of the Chlf distribution, depending on their position (o-shore or
in-shore), size and inter-relationships (i.e. relative position of the eddies).
Mesosale resolving modeling studies, making use of oupled physial and
eologial models, are needed to assess these hypotesis and to better under-
stand the proesses determining the observed algal distribution.
Chapter 4
Conlusions
The manusript was devoted to the study of the spatial and temporal variabil-
ity of the algal biomass and of the primary prodution in the entral part of
the western Mediterranean, namely the Algero-Provençal Basin (APB), and
to the study of their relationships with physial and hydrodynamial proesses
at dierent temporal and spatial sales. We know that physial proesses and
hydrodynamial features infer in the primary prodution and in the phyto-
plankton distribution through dierent mehanisms, also depending from the
spatial and temporal sales (e.g. Martin, 2003; MGilliuddy et al., 2007).
We approahed this multisale problem by using remotely sensed and in situ
datasets, having dierent spatial and temporal resolution and overing multi-
ple temporal and spatial sales. In partiular, by means of the satellite data
we studied the seasonal and interannual variability of physial (temperature
and sea level) and biologial (algal biomass and prodution) variables on the
whole domain, while the in situ data allowed us to investigate the mesosale
proesses inuening the algal distribution in the entral-eastern area, the Sar-
dinian Sea, whih represents one of the less known regions of the domain and
whih shows, in the light of the results of the satellite time series analysis, the
strongest relations between hydrodinamial and hlorophyll variability. The
integration of the informations oming from the mesosale/short-term study
(Chapter 3) and the basin-sale/long-term study (Chapter 1 and 2) was help-
ful to better interpret the partial results of eah hapter, and to give as muh
as possible a omplete piture of the bio-physial relationships of the area.
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4.1 Objetives ahieved
The seasonal and interannual variability of the hlorophyll elds has been stud-
ied through the statistial analysis of Seawifs monthly Level-3 dataset, overing
the deade 1997-2007. The study of the variability of physial elds, namely
Sea Level Anomalies (SLA) and Sea Surfae Temperature (SST), has been
aomplished analyzing the AVISO/CLS SLA and the Pathnder AVHRR
SST datasets. The main sesonal and interannual patterns have been identi-
ed through EOF deomposition and wavelet analysis, while ovariability was
studied trough SVD and the analysis of the orrelation oeient maps.
In this framework, we found that:
• Mainly related to the the seasonal spring bloom of the MEDOC area, the
rst EOF aounts for ∼44% of the total variane. A seond seasonal
yle, disretized by the seond mode, is timewise and spaewise shifted
in respet to the rst one. This is related to a weak winter-time inrease
on algal biomass, mainly loalized in the area of the Algerian Current
(∼17% of variane).
• Interannual events on Chl dataset have been also identied. Two rela-
tive maxima have been grouped by EOF-3 mode (only 4% of total vari-
ane), loalized in 1999 and 2005. They are due to anomalously strong
spring-blooms in the MEDOC area, whih in turn are probably aused
by stronger than normal winds. These winds, as reported in literature,
ontributed to strenghten the bloom and to expand it southward and
westward, by the displaement of the BF.
• Constrained by the phase oinidene of the anomalous event with the
seasonalilty of the Chl variability, the EOFs tenique did not reah to
separate the signal of the summer 2003 heatwave in the Chl dataset.
The 2003 footprint has been deteted thorugh the wavelet analysis, with
a signiant minimum in Chl reorded for that period. This is the rst
time that the footprint of a summer heatwave has been reognised on
the algal biomass in Mediterranean. In this ase the wavelet analysis
demonstred its ability in deteting anomalous events, where the EOF
failed.
• Has been proved that the heatwave also aeted the SLA. A lear sig-
nature of the summer 2003 was reognized in the SLA dataset, deteted
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either by wavelet and EOF analyses. The same event is also reognized in
the SST elds, with a warming of 3-4 C
◦
(basin average) in respet to the
deadal monthly limatology. The seasonal variability of SLA is splitted
in two modes, the former due to the seasonality of the atmospheri pres-
sure, the seond one related to the Algerian Current ow whih shows its
maximum in winter, while the seasonal yle of SST (EOF-1) aounts
for ∼98% of the total variane.
• Eddies ation is probably the main driver of the observed SLAChl o-
variability in the entral part of the domain, just between the Baleari
Front and the AC area-of-inferee. Signiant and high anti-orrelation
has been found between the two variables in this area. This suggests that
the Chl is highly inuened by the vertial displaement of the isopynae
(with onsequent injetion/redution of nutrients into the photi layer).
• Lower bio-physial orrelation is found in northern and southern areas,
probably beause of the importane of horizontal advetion of biomass,
whih an partially hide the response of the phytoplankton ommunity
to the ation of the mesosale eddies on the nutriline depth.
• Evined by dierent patterns of variability and o-variability, a simple
zonation of the domain has been done. Three main zones have been
identied. The northern one, enlosing the so alled MEDOC area, is
haraterized by a strong seasonality and by the highest algal biomass.
The entral zone shows the lowest trophi level and, at the same time,
the highest orrelation between mesosale dynamis (dedued by SST
and SLA patterns of variability) and algal biomass. The southern zone
is haraterized by the footprint, in Chl elds, of the AC and AEs path
and by their seasonality.
One the main spatial and temporal patterns of variability of the algal
biomass have been indentied, the suessive step was the assessment of the
Primary Prodution (PP) budget and variability. In partiular our interest
foused on the seasonal and interannual variability of PP and on the esti-
mation of the summer heatwave footprint, already deteted both in physial
and biomass elds. The PP integrated over the euphoti layer (PPeu) has
been estimated over the deade, by using a satellite based model. The model
makes use of satellite Photosyntetially Available Radiation (PAR), SST and
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surfae hlorophyll, the daylenght and a photosyntheti eieny parameter
(per hlorophyll unit). One again, the results have been statistially analysed
through EOFs and wavelets.
Our onlusions are that:
• The annual basin averaged PPeu, for the years 1998-2006, is estimated to
be ∼ 142gCm−2year−1, with a pronouned interannual variability and
no evident trends. The results obtained are in good agreement with
ndings of other studies making uses of dierent models or in situ data.
• The rst mode of variability enloses more than 68% of total variane
(sesonal yle). The highest varaibility was found in the Gulf of Lyons
and in the whole MEDOC area, where the highest values of annual PP
have been deteted too.
• We reognised in the model results (by means of the time series analysis)
the footprint of the 2003 European heatwave, whih determined a marked
derease of PP in summer 2003. Although the summer istantaneous PP
is low, we observed that this event determined a marked minimum in
monthly and also annual budgets, mainly beause the daylenght and
PAR are quite large in summer. Additionally, the anomalously high
temperatures and low hlorophyll (indentied in Chapter 1) determined
a dereased eieny of the PP per unit of hlorophyll, modellized by
the PBopt parameter.
The onlusions drawn in Chapter 1 emphasized the eets of an anoma-
lous extreme event, the summer 2003 heatwave (Blak et al., 2004), on the
physial and biologial elds, whih footprint in terms of prodution has been
studied in Chapter 2. On the other hand the analyses ondued in Chapter 1
learly evidened the dierent relationtships, depending on the area, between
physis and biology, and the strongest orrelation between hlorophyll and
SLA variability loalized in the entral zone. We guessed that this higher or-
relation was due to the eet of mesosale features, partiularly eddies, largely
present in the area. A set of hydrologi and uorometri data, olleted dur-
ing two oeanographi ruises onduted in 2001 and 2002 in the Sardinian
Sea (the Eastern part of the APB), has been analysed to better understand
the relationships we hypothesized between mesosale eddies and hlorophyll
distribution.
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The analysis of the oeanographi data proved that:
• Mesosale eddies have a predominant role in modulating and redistribut-
ing the algal biomass, espeially south of the Baleari Front, onrming
the assumptions we done in previous hapters about the strong inuene
of mesosale hydrodynamis in the algal biomass distribution.
• The interation of the eddies with ontinental shelf (as for A4) may
determine the diret aption of nutrient-rih waters from deeper layers
and their rising up to the euphoti layer.
• The loseness of two antyiloni eddies determines strong domes of
isopyne in the interation area, and the prodution of a surfae di-
vergene that enhanes the advetion to the surfae of rih waters from
the underlying DCM.
• The eddies approahing the oast (as for antiylone A2) may apture
algal biomass loally produed by oastal upwellings, and entrape this
biomass rih waters transporting it o-shore.
• A point of onern is that satellite based PP models, like the VGPM,
might uderestimate the PP integrated over the euphoti layer when the
olumn is higly stratied. In this ase the Deep Clorophyll Maximum
(DCM) has a major role in the total integrated biomass, and the satellite
might be unable to orretly estimate the atual biomass and therefore
the primary prodution. This point should be veried by analyzing the
primary prodution along the water olumn by means of diret measure-
ments.
4.2 Perspetives
The synergisti use of satellite and in situ data allowed us to investigate some
of the relationships existing between hydrodynamis and algal biomass dis-
tribution and prodution in the area. The main patterns of variability and
ovariability, as well as the eets of mesosale eddies on biologial elds have
been suessfully observed through our diagnosti/statistial approah. Some
unertainity on the reliability of the use of satellite based PP still persists,
above all onsidering the strong stratiation of the water olumn observed
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in ertain zones/periods and the relevane of DCM's in the integrated hloro-
phyll values, whih annot be observed from satellite. For this reason diret
measures of PP along the water olumn should be aomplished, integrated
and ompared with the satellite based model outputs, to verify if the supposed
underestimation of PP during the stratied period is an atual issue.
On the other hand, by usign suh an approah, in many ases we ould just
hypotesize or speulate about the hydrodynamial and eologial proesses
underlying the observed patterns of hlorophyll and PP. We tried to give a
rationale for eah relation and orrelation (both in statistial and ommon
sense) observed, but inferring ausality from orrelation is often hard and not
always a suessful exerise.
For this reason the natural development of the present researh will be
the progressive shift towards a deterministi/prognosti approah to the pro-
belm. The hydrodynami modeling tools beame by now quite reliable, while
the eologial modeling based on the deterministi modelization of the biogeo-
hemial yles in the sea is still in embrional phase, ause this branh of the
marine sienes is only few years old. The omputer power is still inreasing
esponentially, permitting to improve in the next future the spatial and tem-
poral resolution and to inrease the number of state-variables modelized. The
eologial numerial tools still need a lot of researh, study and inrease of
basi knowledges.
We developed during the last 10 years a long experiene in modeling the
hydrodynamis in the entral and western Mediterranean at regional and meso-
sales. First steps in the development of the knowledges of the biogeohemial
models have been also aomplished by our group. The eort in this diretion
will also imply the proseution of the analysis of satellite and in situ mea-
surements, whih are fundamental to alibrate and validate the models and,
eventually, to improve model results through Data Assimilation teniques.
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Aronyms and abbreviations
AB Algerian Basin
AC Algerian Current
AE Antiyloni Algerian Eddy
APB Algero-Provençal Basin
AVHRR Advaned Very High Resolution Radiometer
AW Atlanti Water
BF Baleari Front
Chl Chlorophyll-a onentration
Chlf Fluorometrially derived Chlorophyll-a onentration
Chl-int Chlorophyll-a onentration depth integrated
CDOM Colored Dissolved Organi Matter
CWT Continous Wavelet Transform
DA Data Assimilation
DCM Deep Clorophyll Maximum
DUACS Data Uniation and Altimeter Combination System
EOF Empirial Orthogonal Funtion
FE Frontal Eddy
FT Fourier Transform
LPB Liguro-Provençal Basin
LPC Liguro-Provençal Current
MAW Modied Atlanti Water
MLD Mixed Layer Depth
NOAA National Oeani and Atmospheri Administration
NODC National Oeanographi Data Center
PAR Photosyntetially Available Radiation
105
106 Aronyms
PC Prinipal Components
PCA Prinipal Components Analysis
PP Primary Prodution
PPeu Integrated Primary Prodution over the euphoti layer
rChl Chlorophyll-a onentration omputed with regional alghoritm
SaC Sardinian Channel
SaS Sardinian Sea
SCF Squared Covariane Fration
SLA Sea Level Anomalies
SST Sea Surfae Temperature
SVD Singular Value Deomposition
UML Upper Mixed Layer
VGPM Vertially Generalized Prodution Model
